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Abstract
An important task in software security is to identify potential vulnerabilities. Attackers
exploit security vulnerabilities in systems to obtain confidential information, to breach
system integrity and to make systems unavailable to legitimate users. In recent years,
particularly 2012, there has been a rise in reported Java vulnerabilities. One type of
vulnerability involves (de)serialisation, a commonly used feature to store objects or
data structures to an external format and restore them. In 2015, a deserialisation
vulnerability was reported involving Apache Commons Collections, a popular Java
library, which affected numerous Java applications. Another major deserialisation-
related vulnerability that affected 55% of Android devices was reported in 2015 [139].
Both of these vulnerabilities allowed arbitrary code execution on vulnerable systems
by malicious users, a serious risk, and this came as a call for the Java community to
issue patches to fix serialisation related vulnerabilities in both the Java Development
Kit and libraries.
Despite attention to coding guidelines and defensive strategies, deserialisation re-
mains a risky feature and a potential weakness in object-oriented applications. In fact,
deserialisation related vulnerabilities (both denial-of-service and remote code execu-
tion) continue to be reported for Java applications. Further, deserialisation is a case of
parsing where external data is parsed from their external representation to a program’s
internal data structures and hence, potentially similar vulnerabilities can be present in
parsers for file formats and serialisation languages.
The problem is, given a software package, to detect either injection or denial-of-
service vulnerabilities and propose strategies to prevent attacks that exploit them. The
research reported in this thesis casts detecting deserialisation related vulnerabilities as
a program analysis task. The goal is to automatically discover this class of vulnerabil-
ities using program analysis techniques, and to experimentally evaluate the efficiency
and effectiveness of the proposed methods on real-world software. We use multiple
techniques to detect reachability to sensitive methods and taint analysis to detect if
untrusted user-input can result in security violations.
Challenges in using program analysis for detecting deserialisation vulnerabilities
viii
include addressing soundness issues in analysing dynamic features in Java (e.g., na-
tive code). Another hurdle is that available techniques mostly target the analysis of
applications rather than library code.
In this thesis, we develop techniques to address soundness issues related to analysing
Java code that uses serialisation, and we adapt dynamic techniques such as fuzzing to
address precision issues in the results of our analysis. We also use the results from
our analysis to study libraries in other languages, and check if they are vulnerable to
deserialisation-type attacks. We then provide a discussion on mitigation measures for
engineers to protect their software against such vulnerabilities.
In our experiments, we show that we can find unreported vulnerabilities in Java
code; and how these vulnerabilities are also present in widely-used serialisers for popular
languages such as JavaScript, PHP and Rust. In our study, we discovered previously
unknown denial-of-service security bugs in applications/libraries that parse external
data formats such as YAML, PDF and SVG.
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An important task in software security is to identify potential vulnerabilities. Attackers
abuse security vulnerabilities to gain unauthorised access to systems / confidential data,
and to make systems unavailable to legitimate users. As software becomes ubiquitous in
our lives and the economy, poor software quality and challenges in software development
have lead to an increase in vulnerabilities and security attacks. According to the
Consortium for Information & Software Quality (CISQ) 1 it is estimated that, by 2021,
the global economy would bear a loss of USD6 trillion due to cyberattacks. In fact,
2020 ended with the very publicised SolarWinds Orion compromise2.
As per the TIOBE index3 for programming language popularity, Java has been at
the top for the last two decades. The Java platform and programming language is
heavily used in both server applications and mobile devices. Hence, it is desirable that
applications written in Java are secure. However, in recent years, there has been a
sharp rise in Java related vulnerabilities reported in 0-day attacks4. Two of the types
of vulnerabilities involved in these attacks used invalid deserialisation [35].
Serialisation is a core feature in the Java language and it is commonly used in ap-
plications and libraries. Computer programs manipulate values. These values can be
simple types like numbers, strings, and more complex types. Such complex types can
be in the form of container types like lists, maps, compound data structures and user
defined data types. Serialisation is the mechanism by which these values are written
to an external stream and communicated to users and across programs and computer
networks. The matching feature to read the data back from the stream is deseriali-
sation. In Java, serialisation-based object storage and retrieval is used for lightweight
persistence, communications over sockets, and Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI).




4An undisclosed software vulnerability that attackers can exploit, which has adverse effects.
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Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI), Java Management Extensions (JMX), and
Java Messaging (JMS). Distributed computing frameworks such (e.g., Apache Storm,
Apache Spark) and web application frameworks (e.g., Spring) also use object serialisa-
tion.
In 2015, a deserialisation vulnerability was reported involving Apache Commons
Collections, a popular Java library, which affected numerous Java applications. An-
other major deserialisation-related vulnerability that affected 55% of Android devices
was found in the Android Platform in 2015 [139]. Both of these vulnerabilities allowed
arbitrary code execution, a serious risk, and this came as a call for the Java com-
munity to issue patches to fix known deserialisation vulnerabilities in both the Java
Development Kit (JDK) and libraries.
Since serialisation involves externalising data, in order for the data to be deserialised
or the original state to be restored, the data must first be parsed. Hence serialisation
vulnerabilities can manifest at the parser level or in the semantic phase of processing
the data. For instance, XML parsing related DoS or injection attacks.
Despite regular patches, enhancement proposals5, secure coding guidelines6 and
protective strategies, deserialisation remains a risky feature of the Java platform. Fur-
thermore, vulnerability reports indicate that deserialisation based attacks are possible
for other languages as well. Presently, detecting vulnerabilities that arise from the
usage of deserialisation is done either manually or semi-automatically. Automation of
the task will help in the improvement of software security and facilitate the safe and
secure usage of this feature by making the process more effective and efficient.
1.1 Problem Statement
The research concerns the problem of deserialisation vulnerabilities and vulnerabili-
ties in parsing data structures. This is important given the rise and potential impact
of serialisation vulnerabilities in the Java ecosystem. There are multiple aspects to
the problem: 1) detecting deserialisation vulnerabilities in Java libraries, 2) identi-
fying these vulnerabilities in parsers written in other languages, and 3) preventing
deserialisation-based attacks in applications.
There are two classes of attacks that exploit these vulnerabilities: remote code
execution and denial-of-service (DoS). In a remote code execution attack, an attacker
is able to exploit a vulnerability to execute their own code on the compromised system
with the privileges of a legitimate user. This can impart the ability to steal confidential
information or alter the system for further gain. The other type of attack, DoS, involves
the attacker rendering a system inaccessible to legitimate users by either crashing the
5https://openjdk.java.net/jeps/290
6https://www.oracle.com/java/technologies/javase/seccodeguide.html
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system or incapacitating it with requests for resources. We would like an automated
solution to the problem of detecting vulnerabilities that can result in both these forms
of attacks. Further, we are also interested in studying effective prevention measures
against such attacks.
1.2 Research Objectives
The main goal of this research is to develop security analyses to detect serialisation vul-
nerabilities in Java software. A second goal is to propose mitigation measures that can
detect potential serialisation attacks. Given a Java library as input, the security analy-
sis would report likely vulnerabilities in the library. The proposed mitigation measure
would detect serialisation attacks in running software. The objectives of the research
serve to address gaps in static analysis tools and their capabilities in analysing appli-
cations with (de)serialisation features. There are multiple facets to their limitations:
recall issues and precision. Furthermore, we address the understanding of a class of
denial-of-service vulnerabilities, their prevalence in real world software and limitations
in mitigation measures. More specifically, the objectives are:
• Identify existing gaps in vulnerability detection tools with respect to (de)serialisation.
• Examine existing fuzzing mechanisms and if they are an effective method to
discover vulnerabilities in deserialisation.
• Determine effective ways to improve on the false positives issue in static analysis
for vulnerability detection.
• Establish a formal model for a class of DoS vulnerabilities such that it can be
used as a general model for vulnerability detection.
• Investigate if the studied DoS vulnerabilities generalise to other languages.
• Study effectiveness of existing mitigation measures and propose improvements.
1.3 Overview of Approach
The security analysis for detecting serialisation vulnerabilities is based on standard
program analyses such as points-to analysis, call graphs and fuzzing. We extend existing
techniques and frameworks to build an analysis for detecting vulnerabilities.
The question is how to construct effective program analyses to detect deserialisation
vulnerabilities, which use dynamic language features that cannot be easily modelled
[176]. Most static analyses, including points-to and call graph construction, are not
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sound [105] (i.e., they may fail to model some program behaviour, which impacts the
recall of these analyses). Much of the unsoundness is from dynamic program behaviour
due to the use of programming features such as reflection, dynamic class loading, proxies
and native methods [176] that are dynamic in nature. In some cases, soundness can be
recovered by heavily over-approximating dynamic program behaviour[167]. However,
such analyses can be practically useless due to high imprecision [106] or poor scalability.
1.4 Contributions
The main contributions of our work are: the development of security analyses, a pro-
posal for mitigation through detection of attacks at runtime, and a systematic study
of non-Java serialisers for vulnerabilities. During the course of this work we reported
multiple vulnerabilities (listed in Chapter 9, Sec. 9.2) in widely used software. Specific
contributions:
Vulnerabilities. We studied parsers for external formats and data serialisation lan-
guages in Java. We reported 11 issues and obtained four CVEs.
Systematic study of parsers. We studied 14 libraries for the YAML data serialisa-
tion language across 10 different programming languages. We discovered and reported
seven previously unknown vulnerabilities.
Reporting. False positives is an issue in the results of static program analyses. For
the particular case of statically analysing libraries for serialisation vulnerabilities, we
propose a technique using fuzzing to eliminate false positives and reduce fuzzing time
by using the results of the static analysis to scope fuzzing.
Mitigation. We propose two techniques for sanitising input as protection against a
class of DoS vulnerabilities for deserialisers and file format parsers. One is based on
the structure of the input. The other technique, which is specific to Java, is based on
dynamically checking the type of the input structure.
1.4.1 Publications from Research
The research contributed to the following publications.
• Chapter 6: “Evil Pickles: DoS attacks based on Object-Graph Engineering”. Di-
etrich, J. and Jezek, K. and Rasheed, S. and Tahir, A. and Potanin, A. The
European Conference on Object-Oriented Programming (2017).
• Chapters 6 and 8: “Laughter in the Wild: A Study into DoS Vulnerabilities
in YAML Libraries”. Rasheed, S. and Dietrich, J. and Tahir, A. The 18th
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IEEE International Conference on Trust, Security and Privacy in Computing and
Communications (2019).
• Chapter 7: “A Hybrid Analysis to Detect Java Serialisation Vulnerabilities”.
Rasheed, S. and Dietrich, J. The 35th IEEE/ACM International Conference
on Automated Software Engineering (2020).
1.5 Outline
We present the background on software security and program analysis in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 contains a survey on serialisation and serialisation-related vulnerabilities.
Chapter 4 presents an account of the research methodology that was followed for the
studies. In Chapter 5, we propose a static analysis for detecting DoS vulnerabilities
in format parsers. In Chapter 6, we discuss serialisation vulnerabilities in non-Java
languages. Chapter 7 proposes a hybrid analysis for detecting injection vulnerabilities
related to serialisation.
In Chapter 8, we present mitigation measures against DoS vulnerabilities. Finally,




In software development the attribute that developers primarily focus on is the correct
functionality of the software they produce [113]. Correctness broadly means demon-
strability that the software behaves as expected under normal circumstances. How-
ever, software can be determined to be secure only when it also prevents undesirable
behaviour in expected and unexpected situations.
Figure 2.1: Implementation vs needs/design
Figure 2.1 depicts the nature of the problem as described by Felderer et al. [66]. De-
sign flaws or bugs (implementation defects) are the result of unimplemented behaviour
(the negative signs) and unintended side-effects or incorrectly implemented behaviour
(the positive signs). Faults in security mechanisms are the missing functionality (e.g.,
non-sanitised inputs to security sensitive operations, missing permission checks that
result in information leaks). Vulnerabilities can also occur in the shape outside the
design. The perfectly secure system would be where the implementation completely
overlaps the intended design (and perhaps also unspecified safety/security properties
that will be of concern to users) but this is usually not the case and mismatches result
6
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in insecure software that is the target of attacks. In order to be considered safe and
secure, software must address three aspects: data confidentiality, data integrity and
availability, by either preventing or mitigating attacks upon them.
Confidentiality is ensured when a system makes it impossible for attackers to
obtain sensitive information. In secrecy attacks, the attacker’s attempted objective
will be to steal confidential information from the system. This information might be
passwords, records, electronic mail, business or customer data.
Integrity entails the ability of a system to prevent unauthorised changes to the
system that results in misuse of the system. In integrity attacks the attacker’s goal
is to modify the components of a system illegally. The modified components might
be system configuration, logs or business data on a system. The motive behind such
attacks could be to obtain full access to a system or change information to the attacker’s
benefit.
Availability concerns the ability of a system to withstand attacks that may result
in compromising the system so that its services are not available to legitimate users.
Attacks that disrupt the normal functioning of a system are commonly known as DoS
attacks or space and time attacks. These attacks exhaust space (memory, stack or disk)
or time (processor). DoS attacks can be network based, where the attacker bombards
a system with a large number of requests, or an application crashes or its performancce
is degraded due to a software defect that is exploited by an attacker.
2.1.1 Java Security
Java is defined as a managed and type-safe language built with a focus on security
[114]. Language features that enhance security include automatic memory manage-
ment, garbage collection and bounds checking on strings and arrays [114]. Emphasis
on memory-safety eliminates the types of low-level memory exploits popular with lan-
guages such as C (e.g., buffer overflows), although these attacks may still be possible
at the native interface level, which could be implemented in a language like C.
Applications are run on the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), which places additional
security constraints on program execution. The Java runtime (JRE) loads library and
application code using the class loading mechanism where Java bytecode is verified
before loading, and application classes are isolated from restricted packages in the Java
class library. Additionally, the sandbox model in the JVM isolates the execution of
untrusted code from accessing sensitive system resources. Access to sensitive system
functionality is controlled by the security manager, which checks if the calling classes
have permission to access the operation. Despite the security features offered by the
language and the Java platform, defects in trusted code can be the cause for vulnera-
bilities. The parts of the Java security model are described in more detail below.
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a. Class loading
Class loading is the mechanism by which Java bytecodes are read into the JVM and
converted to class definitions for execution. A class loader works with the security
manager and access controller to establish most of the protection offered by the Java
sandbox, which is essential when classes are loaded from untrusted locations over the
network where the resources they can have access to must be limited. The tasks of
the class loader are: to return a class object if it has already been loaded by the
particular class loader; security manager checks if the program has permission to access
the requested class; the class is read into an array of bytes and it is verified by the
bytecode verifier; classes that are immediately referred to by the loaded class are also
found by the class loader.
b. Security Manager
The installed security manager determines if particular operations must be permitted
or rejected. If a Java program desires to access the file system or make a network
connection it must request for permission from the security manager.
c. Stack-based Access Control
The JVM’s security architecture implements access control by utilising information
available on the call stack. If a security manager is installed, and a request is issued by
user code for access to a resource or action that is restricted then a permission check is
performed. If calling the checkPermission() method on the security manager results
in an exception being thrown the request is not allowed. The issue is deciding which
permissions are in effect when the request is issued as there may be multiple sets of
permissions in use at the time (system, user and library code). The JVM makes this
decision by inspecting the call stack and computing the intersection of the protection
domain of every class found. If the permission is in this intersection, then the request
is allowed otherwise an exception is thrown.
d. Information Hiding
Information hiding is an important feature of the Java platform. Access to private
fields and methods are modularly restricted. If access was gained it would be possible
for user code to manipulate the integrity of system classes such as the security manager
to avoid security checks. However, language features such as reflection allow users to
bypass access restrictions.
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e. Type Safety
Another aspect of the security model is type safety. The system keeps tracks of the
types of objects during compile and runtime and the kinds of operations that can be
performed on the particular type of the object. Type confusion would allow perform-
ing an operation on an object that is not permitted on it, which may have security
implications.
2.1.2 Security-sensitive Language Features
The JRE offers special features to programmers that can be abused to subvert the secu-
rity model [89]. Two of these features are reflection and deserialisation. The reflection
API can be used to write reflective code that can dynamically (during runtime), create
objects, access an object’s fields and call its methods. Listing 2.1 shows the use of
reflection to load a class, create an object instance and invoke a method on it.
1 String className = ...;
2 Class c = Class.forName(className);
3 Object o = c.newInstance ();
4 String methodName = ...;
5 Method m = c.getMethod(methodName ,...);
6 m.invoke(o, ...);
Listing 2.1: Use of reflection APIs
Binary object serialisation in Java breaks information hiding for serialisable classes.
Even if an object has fields that are declared private, serialisation would expose the




A DoS attack is a threat to the security of computer networks, as it attempts to make
the services of a computer system unavailable to its users. Common DoS attacks work
by exhausting the resources of a server to the point that it is not available for use. DoS
attacks can also target client-side applications. A number of vulnerabilities in software
can expose a system to DoS attacks. Such attacks can be broadly categorised into
network-based and host-based attacks [84]. In this thesis, as far as DoS attacks are
concerned, we focus on the latter, and on application-layer vulnerability attacks also
referred to as semantic attacks [4]. Network-based attacks are not in the scope of this
thesis.
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In Java, DoS attacks can either target memory (resulting in memory exhaustion),
or cause worst-case algorithmic complexity behaviour that induces indefinitely long
computations resulting in service unavailability. Widely used data structures have ef-
ficient average time complexity but they can exhibit poor behaviour on certain inputs.
Examples are hash tables that degenerate to lists, from constant time to linear time
lookups, on inputs with hash collisions. An attacker can take advantage of such perfor-
mance issues in a program to execute a DoS attack [47]. Two of these vulnerabilities
are presented by Polesovsky [150]. A nested set of arrays is crafted with each array
having a maximum possible size set to the maximum integer value. Deserialising this
object exhausts heap space as it allocates large chunks of memory for each object. The
second payload that targets Java 1.7 uses hash collisions, by creating a HashMap or
Hashtable with the initial capacity set to the load factor of the Hashtable resulting
in a degenerated hash table that uses a single bucket to store all items. There are a
few other serialisation-based attacks that exploit worst-case algorithmic complexity be-
haviour such as SerialDoS (described in Chapter 3) and an exploit that uses a serialised
regular expression pattern object [51]. The regular expression exploit as described by
Schönefeld [163], is a result of doubling compile time for each group in a pattern, and
deserialising a pattern with fewer than a hundred groups can take several hundred years
to compile.
Billion laughs is a well-known DoS attack that targets XML parsers [39]. It consists
of a Document Type Definition (DTD) part, which describes the structure/grammar of
the document within itself, that causes parsers to consume the processor or memory to
the extent that it results in a DoS. The inline DTD defines a list of nested XML entities
where each entitys definition contains references to the preceding entity definition. The
expansion of the entity defined at the bottom results in an exponentially large string
that in effect causes the service to degrade or fail. Some parsers protect against this
attack by introducing a threshold for entity references within a document.
Another variant of the attack, known as the quadratic blowup [44] cannot be avoided
using a simple threshold. Quadratic blowup consists of an entity definition with a
single large string that can be referenced a few times (a quadratic growth) to cause a
performance blow up when parsing the document.
Späth et al. [171] describe recursively defined entities, which reference each other
in their definitions. Even though the XML specification forbids such definitions, some
parsers are susceptible to DoS attacks via such XML documents that put the parser in
an infinite loop. A similar DoS vulnerability that exploits PDF file document outlines,
which is implemented as a doubly-linked list structure within the document, is discussed
in [62], where a badly-formed outline with cycles is demonstrated to cause DoS in PDF
clients.
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2.2.2 Code Injection and Information Leaks
It is common for programs to obtain and process input from untrusted sources. Exam-
ples are a user entering input, or a web form submission. Untrusted input is a common
starting point for a number of software vulnerabilities. Most notable among which are
code injection vulnerabilities such as SQL injection, cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks
and shellcode injection. Input validation or sanitisation is the usual way to guard
against untrusted input. Vulnerabilities that are the result of unchecked processing of
untrusted input are classified under CWE-20 in the Common Vulnerabilities and Ex-
posures list (CVE). Most security vulnerabilities1 can be classified as information-flow
vulnerabilities.
In an information-flow based security model, data that is manipulated by a program
can have security levels associated, which in the simplest case would be high or low [149].
The non-interference model [76] for security states that low-level security behaviour of
a program must not be affected by high-level security data. In other words, non-
interference is satisfied if a programs public outputs do not depend on the values of its
secret inputs. The levels high and low can be interpreted as confidential and public
respectively. The non-inteference criterion can be verified if there is no flow from a high
to low level (without passing a declassification check). For integrity, these levels can be
viewed as untrusted and trusted, and integrity can be verified if there is no flow from
an untrusted to a trusted level (without endorsement, more commonly referred to as
sanitisation in practice). Vulnerabilities due to unvalidated input such as injection can
be viewed as violations of integrity, and untrusted input data is referred to as tainted.
Low-level memory attacks in languages like C, such as buffer overflows, format string
vulnerabilities are information-flow vulnerabilities. They can be exploited for code
injection attacks. These can be defended against with techniques like data execution
prevention and mechanisms like stack canaries (integer value placed before the stack
pointer) to check if the stack has been overwritten by untrusted input. These advances
have not completely halted low-level exploits which have evolved into more complex
code reuse attacks where attackers do not inject code but reuse existing library code
to put together a remote code execution attack. The first attacks of these kinds were
return-into-libc where attackers can arrange items on the stack so that an arbitrary
function with parameters can be called forming an attack [166]. In this work, Shacham
shows that code reuse attacks are not limited to functions in libc but can be strung
together with sequences of code within the library. These blocks of instructions are
called gadgets and can be chained together as gadget chains that repurpose existing
code for attacks. Attacks of this form have come to be known as return-oriented
programming (ROP) attacks.
1https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten/
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For scripting languages (e.g., PHP) and Java, variants of code injection are possi-
ble. Instances are SQL injection, expression language injection and reflection injection
vulnerabilities. Dahse et al [56] show how ROP type attacks are possible with PHP
serialisation. The premise is that objects have properties which are themselves objects
that can be crafted as gadget chains. On deserialisation, magic methods (methods that
are executed automatically for deserialisation) cause the execution of the complete
gadget chain. The mechanics of how this works for Java deserialisation is discussed in
Chapter 3, Section 3.6.1.
2.3 Language-theoretic Security for Preventing Vulnera-
bilities
One of the approaches to preventing these vulnerabilities and resulting attacks is to
use techniques from language-theoretic security2. Sassaman et al. [159] note that
parsing input from untrusted sources constitutes the basis for most attacks on computer
systems. If parsing and subsequent input validation is not well-designed and validation
code is strewn across the program in a way that may not adhere to a programmer’s
assumptions about safety and security, it can result in exploitable vulnerabilities. The
idea is that such code represents a computational model embedded in the vulnerable
application, referred to as weird machines, that can be programmed by an attacker
with crafted input [28]. The language-theoretic approach to the problem is to treat
input validation as a language recognition problem. Valid inputs are modelled as a
formal language and input validation is presented as checking if the given input belongs
in the language which defines valid inputs. Any input that cannot be recognized is
rejected without any further processing. Sassman et al. [159] discuss how this applies
to injection attacks (e.g., SQL injection, command injection for interpreters) and low-
level attacks such as buffer-overflow. The mitigation measures that we discuss for
deserialisation (e.g., using inclusion and exclusion lists) in Chapter 8 are presented as
techniques to safeguard input handling.
2.4 Detection of Vulnerabilities
Code review and automated program analysis are used for detecting software vulner-
abilities. In a comparison of these techniques, Edmunson et al. [61] have shown that
code walkthrough is an expensive and unpredictable process. The study of developers
conducting a security review of a small web application revealed that not all of them
could detect all the vulnerabilities present in the software. Furthermore, it was found
2http://langsec.org/
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that developer experience was not a useful predictor of the ability to discover more vul-
nerabilities or the developers’ accuracy or effectiveness at the task. Thus, this lack of
efficiency in code walkthrough and the growth of complexity and multitude of reported
vulnerabilities have given rise to an abundance in research and tools to automatically
find vulnerabilities.
Program analysis (automated analysis of code), initially developed as part of com-
piler technology to produce efficient code, is an efficient method to mitigate the risk of
malicious or defective code [123]. Program analyses can be classified as static analyses,
dynamic analyses or hybrid analyses. Table 2.1 illustrates the differences in the types
of analysis. Ernst [63] has discussed the hybrid approach to combine dynamic and
static analysis techniques for better results. One suggested way is to use the output of
one analysis as input for the other. This approach has been explored in tools such as
DSDCrasher [50].
Table 2.1: Static vs dynamic analysis
Static analysis Dynamic analysis
Abstract Concrete
Slow if precise Slow if exhaustive
Approximates behaviour Exact behaviour
Sound (not always) and generalises Unsound
Apart from program analyses to detect programming flaws, there has been work on
preventing vulnerabilities using programming language features. In this preventative
approach to the problem of software security, the methods fall under the umbrella
of language-based security introduced in [101]. In-lined reference monitors to enforce
security policies, proof carrying code to establish the integrity of code, and type systems
to enforce information flow policies are some of the ideas in this area [161]. In this
category, JFlow [121] is a popular extension to Java that enables the language to
statically check for information flow vulnerabilities before they occur in the compiled
software. Checker framework [136] is another such tool for Java that supports pluggable
types to ensure information-flow properties hold at compile time. The code must be
annotated with type information for the checker to perform the check.
2.4.1 Static Analysis
Static analysis models program behaviour without executing the program. It produces
results by examining code structure, sequence of statements, how data flows inter and
intra procedurally through variables and function calls through the modelled execution.
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Static analysis is appealing because of its ability to model all behaviour of a program or
in other words, complete coverage. However, Rice’s Theorem entails that the problem
of answering non-trivial and interesting questions about the semantic properties of a
program is undecidable [118]. It is still possible to obtain useful results from a static
analysis for tasks such as finding bugs, but the analysis can only obtain approximate
answers. Over-approximation in static analysis is problematic as the number of false
positives can overwhelm developers [24]. Furthermore, static analysis finds it practically
difficult to capture program behaviour due to the use of dynamic features in certain
languages without an extreme loss in precision. Attempts to gain precision with extra
modelling, results in computational expense which is prohibitive for large applications.
Tradeoffs can be achieved by sacrificing soundness for faster analyses [106]. However,
tradeoffs of this form are not deemed safe for security analyses as the requirement is to
catch a vulnerability if there is any.
Pistoia et al. [149] surveys static analysis methods used for finding security vulnera-
bilities in software. They cover three areas of security bugs: access-control, information-
flow, which concerns information leakage and application-programming-interface con-
formance. They discuss how static analysis can be used for detecting violation of
policies for integrity and confidentiality and how it can be used to verify for correct use
of security libraries and interfaces.
In this research we use Doop [29], which encodes static analyses declaratively in the
Datalog [3] language. This facilitates extending Doop with customised analyses. In
addition to Doop, Soot [188] and WALA [32] are widely used static analysis frameworks
for Java, which implement the static analyses listed below.
a. Control Flow / Call Graphs
Control flow graphs (CFG) are an abstract program representation for flow-sensitive
static analyses. In CFGs vertices are program statements and the directed edges rep-
resent flows between statements. Interprocedural control flow across methods in the
program can be represented using call graphs.
Call graph construction for object-oriented languages has been discussed by Grove
et al. [83] and Ryder [158]. It is a useful representation of control and data flow in
a program and its construction is a common step in performing any static analyses,
especially any inter-procedural analysis. In its most basic form a call graph models
caller and callee relationships in a program as a directed graph consisting of vertices that
represent method names (constructors, static or instance methods in object-oriented
languages) and edges connecting methods that represent call sites within the caller
method with the target being the vertex that is the callee method. Listing 2.2 shows
Java code where method foo calls method bar. The corresponding call graph is shown
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in Figure 2.2
1 class A {
2 public foo(T t){




7 class B {




Listing 2.2: Call-graph sample code
A.foo()  
B.bar()  
Figure 2.2: Basic call graph
In object-oriented languages with dynamic dispatch, it is important to obtain a call
graph that is a conservative approximation of all methods that a virtual call site may
dynamically dispatch to. For instance the call site t.baz() in the listing. The target
method could belong to any subtype of the class T. [184] and [180] discuss various call
graph algorithms and the extent to which they achieve this. The standard method to
devirtualize calls is using Class Hierarchy Analysis (CHA). If at a call site, a receiver
has a declared type T, then the possible runtime types of the receiver are subclasses of
its declared type and, if it declares an interface, the set of all classes that implement
that interface or sub-interfaces and all subclasses of them.
Rapid Type Analysis (RTA) [20] eliminates extraneous edges from the extremely con-
servative call graph constructed using CHA by only considering types that have been
instantiated in the program. Variable Type Analysis (VTA) [180] adds a fine-grained
constraint where it examines the concrete type of the receiver variable for a more pre-
cise approximation. Note that this requires another analysis, points-to or alias analysis
to explore what object a variable may point to, which is usually achieved by a simul-
taneous points-to analysis known as ”call-graph construction on-the-fly” [169].
Call graphs can be used for reachability analysis to determine if there is a path
that connects two program execution points in the graph. For example, a query might
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be if calling a method f() may result in the eventual invocation of another method
g(). After obtaining the CFG of a program, standard graph algorithms can be used
for performing this analysis.
b. Dataflow Analysis
Dataflow frameworks can be used to compute properties such as taint reachability,
constant propagation, live variables at program points [118]. The abstract computation
is based on lattices, which models program state, and transfer functions which compute
how state is transformed at each program statement for the particular analysis. At the
interprocedural level, there are two approaches for dataflow analysis. The call string
approach and the functional approach. The functional approach, based on the IFDS
framework [155], is used in tools like FlowDroid [16] and FlowTwist [103].
c. Points-to Analysis
Points-to analysis [169] computes the set of objects that a pointer/reference variable
might refer to at runtime. It is an approximation which is fundamental in many areas
of static analysis. It is useful in on-the-fly call graph construction for object-oriented
languages. The precision of points-to information can in turn result in more precise
call graphs. The results of points-to analyses can also be used to check for aliasing (a
client analysis for this feature is taint analysis), i.e., if two variables point to the same
object.
c. Static Taint Analysis
In Section 2.2.2 we discussed information-flow based vulnerabilities and tainted input.
Static taint analysis is an approach to check for information-flow properties. The
goal of a taint analysis is to establish if tainted input flows from a source to a sink
in an application without going through a sanitisation check. The source can be a
point of input for the application (for a web application, the request handler) and the
sink, a security-sensitive method such as a one that accesses an external resource (e.g.
database, filesystem or network) or performs a critical task.
Taint analysis has two variants: dataflow-based, which is concerned with tracking
the flow of values in a program, or type system based. Tripp et al. in [186] claim that
both approaches have the disadvantage of producing too many false positives, which
limits the usability and applicability of the techniques in software development. Work
to reduce false positives results in unsoundness that causes false negatives to rise and
attempts to improve precision results in expensive analyses that do not scale due to
the additional computational cost of modelling more aspects of the program. They
propose an alternative approach that is a demand driven flow analysis which scales as
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a result of its non-eager approach. Two state-of-the-art general purpose static taint
analysis frameworks are FlowDroid [16] and Doop [81]. Unlike FlowDroid where the
dataflow-based taint analysis is a client of the pointer analysis, Doop combines the
computation of points-to with information-flow.
Livshit and Lam describe a taint-based static analysis for detecting Java vulnera-
bilities in [106]. The tool uses context-sensitive pointer analysis to improve precision
while maintaining the soundness of the results. It uses PQL to specify vulnerability
patterns common in web applications which are used to generate static analysers to
find the matching vulnerabilities. The static analysers track object propagation from
the user-defined sources to sinks. The tool detected 29 undiscovered vulnerabilities in
nine large popular open-source web applications.
Since detection of most vulnerabilities can be framed as information-flow problems,
taint analysis as information-flow analysis has been used for identifying code injection
attack vulnerabilities for Java web applications [185] [186] and static analysis has also
been utilised in security analysis for caller-sensitive method vulnerabilities [35]. The ap-
plication of taint-analysis to “object injection” using serialisation has also been studied
for PHP [56].
d. Program Slicing
Program slicing [191] is a technique to simplify a program by selecting a portion/slice
of the program that is relevant to the computation involving a set of variables or a
particular point in the program. Program slices can be backward slices or forward
slices: a backward slice identifies program statements that affect the computation of a
selected statement; a forward slice identifies statements affected by a selected statement.
Tripp et al. [185] have used program slicing for taint analysis of web applications. The
technique used in the paper is to simplify the computation of source to sink flow of
untrusted data by obtaining a slice of the program that is data-dependent on the source.
e. More Precise Call-Graphs and Points-To Analysis
Call graphs as described earlier achieve an over-approximation of the actual call struc-
ture of the possible executions of a program, which can be made more precise by
making the analysis sensitive to various aspects of program structure and execution.
In interprocedural analysis this also applies to other static analyses such as dataflow
and points-to. The types of sensitivity for an analysis are:
Flow sensitivity. Flow sensitivity takes the order of statements in the program into
account in an analysis. For example, consider a variable of a particular class and two
objects instantiated in the program that belong to two different subtypes of that class.
If the variable is assigned one of the objects and a method call is invoked on the object,





Figure 2.3: Detecting bugs using analysis
this call will be devirtualized to the type of the object it had been last assigned before
the call.
Path sensitivity. A path sensitive analysis distinguishes between execution paths
over different branches.
Field sensitivity. In a field sensitive points-to analysis it tracks values assigned to
fields of an instance separately.
Context sensitivity. In context-sensitive analysis the calling context is considered
in interprocedural control flow. For example, if a method call takes an object as an
argument whose type is a subclass of the declared parameter type, a context-sensitive
analysis would not merge the arguments of the passed object at each call site. If the
calling context is not taken into account, the analysis would be imprecise due to merg-
ing of information across call sites for the method.
Object sensitivity. Object sensitivity is a type of context-sensitivity [115] where the
receiver of a method call is taken into account.
2.4.2 Challenges for Static Analysis
Soundness and precision are two of the key challenges for static analysis [106]. Sound-
ness meaning that, if a bug is there it must be reported and precision meaning that,
if a bug is reported it must be present. Figure 2.3 illustrates the problem with static
analyses. The filled in bugs are correctly identified vulnerabilities (true positives) and
the bugs with outlines are falsely reported vulnerabilities (false positives). The ideal
analysis would report the results in circle B: all vulnerabilities and only correctly iden-
tified vulnerabilities. With dynamic analysis (circle D) one obtains precise results but
these are usually incomplete in the sense that not all bugs are reported. An analysis
that is unsound (circle A) may report false positives but, more importantly, does not
report all bugs. A sound but imprecise analysis (circle C) reports all bugs but also
reports false positives.
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Reif et al. [154] and Allen et al. [6] discuss the issues in constructing call graphs for
libraries. Problems arise primarily due to the lack of a specific entry point for analysis
in the absence of information about the application using the library, which necessitates
treating all public entry methods as possible entry points. Another case is the open
world type system of Java which makes results unsound.
Java’s type system is open-world due to features such as dynamic class loading
(could be over the network). It is impossible to determine the set of classes that will be
available to a running program that uses these features, which results in unsound anal-
ysis results. Other dynamic language features such as reflection and dynamic proxies
are notorious hindrances to obtaining sound analysis results [176].
2.4.3 Dynamic Analysis
In contrast to static analysis, which models program behaviour without executing the
program, dynamic analysis involves concrete execution of a program to determine its
behaviour. As these analyses only partially exercise the program, this technique is
unsound [63]. Another issue is input generation for program execution, which asks
what input produces the desired behaviour that is the target of an analysis. This can
be particularly difficult if the inputs are constructed manually for execution. From
a program testing perspective (a dynamic analysis), to determine if a property holds
for a program by executing it, we require an input and a test oracle. A test oracle is
a procedure that differentiates correct and incorrect behaviour. It can be difficult to
manually construct inputs to sufficiently cover program executions that can uncover
defects or faults. Hence, there is an increasing trend towards automatically generating
tests instead of manually specifying them [9].
The dominant approaches broadly fall under random testing, dynamic symbolic
execution [75] and search-based testing. Whereas basic testing involves concrete input,
in property-based testing and generative testing, inputs are generated during testing.
Input generation can either be random (guided by feedback or a search-heuristic) or
input selection can be informed by a model. There is a vast amount of research into test
generation and we touch on techniques for the Java language. Fuzzing and symbolic
execution, in particular, are popular approaches that have yielded useful results in
software security.
Fuzzing
Fuzzing, widely used in security testing, uses random test input generation to de-
tect undesirable program behaviour such as unhandled errors, non-termination, and
resource exhaustion. Input generation can either be generational, using a provided
input model, or achieved by mutating an initial set of inputs to derive additional
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inputs. Fuzzers can go further when informed by input-structure (grammar-based)
or/and program-structure. Fuzzers that are aware of program-structure are described
as whitebox fuzzers. Fuzzers are blackbox if they are not aware of program-structure.
Black box fuzzing is inexpensive but it can be ineffective when it comes to exploring
deep into a program’s state space. Whitebox fuzzers can use program analysis for more
effective test input generation.
Fuzzing was first explored by Miller et al. [116] to study the robustness of UNIX
programs using an inexpensive mechanism to discover bugs and improve the reliabil-
ity of widely used programs. The setup consisted of two tools, fuzz and ptyjig. Fuzz
generates a constant stream of random characters to be sent to programs and ptyjig is
used for sending characters to programs that require interactive input. If the program
crashes the core dump and input file are saved for later analysis. Blackbox fuzzing con-
tinues to be effective in fuzzing file formats against parsers and for network protocol
fuzzing. A blackbox approach that is conceptually similar to fuzzing is penetration test-
ing which aims to determine if an application has vulnerabilities that can be exploited
to compromise the application, data or the application environment. It is a popular
blackbox approach for security testing networked computers for known vulnerabilities
[22] evaluates blackbox web vulnerability testing tools.
Godefroid et al. leverage their directed random testing DART tool in SAGE [75], a
whitebox fuzzing system that has been very successful in finding security vulnerabilities
at Microsoft in some of their flagship products (PowerPoint, Web browsers...etc) and
SAGE continues to be used daily for detecting security bugs. JFuzz [91] is a concolic
execution based fuzzer like SAGE for Java. Documentation reveals it is a input file
fuzzer like SAGE and not suitable for unit test type fuzzing of an object-oriented
program. Another input file fuzzer that uses taint-based guiding is described by Ganesh
et al. [72]. It fuzzes parts of the input file that are most likely to influence the program’s
execution by means of taint tracing.
Random Testing
Random testing has proven to be an effective and, at the same time, inexpensive method
to discover faults in programs. For object-oriented programs random testing is differ-
ent from fuzzing as fuzzing involves random data and object-oriented randomisation
requires random primitives and random method invocations to mutate objects. A
number of tools are available for random testing of Java programs. The oracle problem
(heuristics, contracts and hardcoded assertions are some of the approaches), test case
minimisation, feedback and guiding are areas of research. Challenges in the area are
low coverage and efficiency.
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Random Testing without Guidance
JCrasher [48] examines the type information of a program and produces a datalog graph
to transitively compute inputs for Java methods. To test a method, the approach looks
at its parameters, searches possible ways to compute the inputs for parameters and
generates statements that select a random combination of inputs that satisfies the
parameters. This computation is random and it generates sequences of statements for
the inputs as JUnit test cases. It uses heuristics to add assertions for test cases it
determines uncover actual errors.
Eclat [131] takes an existing test case suite and the corresponding application and
diversifies the test case suite by adding new test cases that have randomly selected
inputs. Eclat infers invariants using the Daikon [64] tool during the execution of the
test suite and classifies generated test cases with respect to preconditions inferred in
the pre-step. Jtest is a commercial random testing tool for Java that produces test
cases based on user provided pre-condition/post-condition contracts.
Jartege [130] generates tests based on Java Modelling Language (JML) specifications
written by the user. RUTE-J [10] is a similar tool but adds the capability to execute
all generated test cases together and minimises the test cases.
Randoop [132] is one of the more popular and effective random testing tools for
Java. It has been ported to .NET and is in the same class as Microsoft PEX [183] for
random unit test generation. Its novelty is that it incorporates feedback from executing
test inputs as they are generated. In brief, the technique works by randomly selecting
a method call and finding arguments for the call with previously built inputs. When
an input is built, it is executed and checked against a set of contracts and filters. The
result determines if the input is redundant, illegal or breaks a contract and if it is useful
for generating more tests. In experiments feedback-directed random tests are shown to
outperform systematic and undirected random tests with regard to coverage and error
detection.
Random Testing with Guidance
Palulu [14] improves on Randoop by guiding the random test generation with a model.
The model is the result of a dynamic analysis which involves executing the program
and observing the methods. Multiple executions of the class under test (CUT) are done
and the result is combined as a graph. The random execution picks a node from this
graph which is a point in execution and randomly picks an edge to the next node. The
edge represents a method and parameters. Test case generation seeks variety in test
cases by randomising these parameters.
Check ’n’ Crash [49] uses the Extended Static Checker for Java (ESC/Java), a static
annotation-based program checker, [67] to statically test for bugs and then compiles the
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reports to actual test cases by applying constraint solving to the ESC/Java annotations
and filters out reports that cannot reproduce the bug when executed. Hence it uses a
static and then dynamic technique to improve the precision of detecting bugs. However,
it is limited to the types of bugs that ESC/Java finds in Java methods, which is the
the result of an analysis that is both unsound and imprecise.
DSDCrasher [50] improves on Check ’n’ Crash. Like its predecessor, it is a hybrid
analysis tool that combines static and dynamic program analysis. It consists of dynamic
inference using Daikon [64] to detect program invariants, static analysis within the
restricted input domain to explore paths and finally automatic generation of test cases
that focus on predicting the results of the static analysis.
Ma et al. presented GRT [110] that uses constant mining to improve the set of
values used in parameters for random method invocations during test generation. It
makes additional efficiency gains by only considering methods that have a side-effect.
This filtration is done by an impurity analysis. Ma et al reported that the tool shows
better results in comparison to Randoop and Evosuite. However, the tool is not publicly
available.
Other hybrid approaches include the tool from Pradel et al. [151] which uses pro-
tocol mining - discovering the order API methods are called - to check randomly gen-
erated tests against the mined protocols. Only tests that reveal safe usage of the APIs
(where safe is defined as protocol adherence) are filtered out for further observation
thus eliminating false positives. Babic et al. [19] apply a hybrid approach to directed
test generation for binaries. Their application is limited to finding buffer-overflow vul-
nerabilities and does not scale to large programs due to the costly but precise static
analysis.
Constraint-based Test Generation
Symbolic execution was first presented in [99] as a method to test and debug programs
by providing symbols as input instead of values. A program is then consecutively
interpreted resulting in expressions over the input symbols. In combination with ex-
pressions that are path conditions over which a program’s execution branches and a
constraint solver, symbolic execution-driven testing can discover concrete inputs that
can lead the execution of a program down selected branches. These inputs can then
be used for testing with the goal of increasing test coverage. There are limits to classic
symbolic execution such as the scalability issues with path explosion and constraints
(e.g. floating point inputs, native functions) that constraint solvers are not equipped
to cope with.
It is known that simple random testing does not get deep into a program’s state
space. Directed Random Testing [74] (DART) attempts to address this via what has
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come to be known as concolic testing, a combination of dynamically executing a pro-
gram and using symbolic execution to solve path constraints which are used to solve
parts of the input towards exploring different execution paths. DART consists of three
components: interface extraction, generation of a test driver for random testing through
the interface, and dynamic test generation to guide execution along different program
paths. The first part is achieved through static code parsing to discover functions to
be tested. The driver provides random input for the function interface and executes it.
The generated driver can be modified with pre-conditions and post-conditions as asser-
tions. During each execution of the function, an input vector is generated, which will
be used as input for the next execution. The execution continues until all paths have
been explored or a defect is found. Randomisation is used where solving constraints
is difficult. In contrast to random testing, using concolic testing allows for bugs to be
found more quickly and the state space to be explored more efficiently.
Search-based Testing
In contrast to constraint-based techniques like symbolic execution for generating test
inputs, search-based tools use meta-heuristic search techniques to optimise the gener-
ation of test suites for a specified criteria (e.g., code coverage). EvoSuite [68] is one of
the tools in this category. It uses a genetic algorithm to evolve an initial set of ran-
dom test cases with the goal of maximising coverage. The search operators it applies
are selection, mutation and crossover to evolve the tests. The evolution is guided by
a function based on a criterion for which the default is code coverage. This fitness
function can be modified to fit custom requirements. When the search completes, the
suite with the highest code coverage is minimised according to the coverage goals and
regression test assertions are added. Finally, EvoSuite executes the tests to confirm
they are syntactically correct.
Combinatorial Testing
Combinatorial design theory has been applied to testing where tests are composed of all
pairwise, triple, n-way combinations of test parameters [38]. The key contention is that
pairwise coverage sufficiently matches code coverage for the system under test (SUT).
[122] briefly describes the general approach: consider the SUT has n parameters, which
may be inputs, configuration settings, external events or user interactions. Next, a set
of interaction relations (set of pairs of parameters over the domain (1..n) × (1..n)) is
defined that models potentially problematic interaction between the parameters. This
information must be obtained from the source code or domain experts with knowledge
of the parameters, for example, where they are external and may not be available in the
code. If c1, c2 is in the set of relations it denotes that c1 and c2 interact in a way that
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may produce failures in the SUT. An issue with combinatorial testing is if the input
domain is large there is an explosion in the number of combinations. One approach
is to partition the parameter space and select inputs that are representative for each
partition. This is reminiscent of equivalence class testing.
Adaptive Random Testing (ART)
The idea behind adaptive random testing is to make random testing more efficient.
The technique is to distribute test cases over the input space instead of just randomly
picking inputs. The first version of Adaptive Random Testing (ART) [12] was developed
for numerical inputs. ARTOO introduces the notion of distance between objects and it
selects objects that have the highest average distance from objects that have previously
been used as test inputs and repeats this exercise in the next iteration to generate test
inputs. Object distance is based on: 1. elementary distance, that is, the distance
between values, which could be reference values or primitive values for primitive types;
2. type distance, which is a measure of the difference between the objects’ types and
3. field distance, which uses object distance applied to the objects’ fields recursively,
as they themselves are objects or primitive values.
The algorithm proceeds by selecting a method r, picking a receiver object from a
pool of objects. Picking or generating arguments (based on object distance) for the
method r. The newly created objects are added to the pool and the method is executed
with checks for any contract violations.
A study by Arcuri et al. [12] show that adaptive random testing offers minor
improvements when compared to plain random testing and the benefits do not outweigh
the costs incurred in object distance calculation.
Dynamic Taint Analysis
Dynamic taint analysis is commonly utilised in security research to discover information-
flow vulnerabilities [164]. It executes a program and tracks which computations are
affected by taint sources. Taint sources could be sources of user input, and they must
be predefined for the analysis. Dynamic taint analysis can be used to enforce taint-
based security policies and prevent taint-related attacks (e.g., buffer overflows, SQL
injection) [36]. It can also be useful for detecting information-flow vulnerabilities by
using dynamic taint analysis in conjunction with sink-aware fuzzing [160] or random
testing. There are two types of dynamic taint analysis techniques for Java: systems
that track only Java Strings [108] and general-purpose taint tracking systems [23]. The
approaches differ in runtime overhead.
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Analyses for Performance Bugs
Performance bugs is a problem related to DoS vulnerabilities. Olivo et al. [126]
study redundant traversal performance bugs in Java code, limited to traversals in non-
recursive functions, and a static analysis, Clarity, to detect them.
Burnim et al. [33] present WISE, automated test generation for detecting worst-case
complexity in programs. WISE uses symbolic test generation.
Jiayi et al. [190] describe Singularity, another input generation technique for de-
tecting worst-case performance bugs in Java programs. Singularity uses a greybox
fuzzing technique that looks for critical input patterns modelled as recurrent computa-
tion graphs (RCGs). Their technique reveals performance and DoS-related bugs in real
world programs. Other fuzzing approaches include SlowFuzz and PerfFuzz [102, 142].
Nistpor et al. [124] propose Toddler, an example of dynamic analysis to detect
performance bugs. Toddler instruments loops and read instructions, and uses the data
collected using inserted code to detect similar memory-access patterns.
Padhye and Sen [134] describe Travioli, a dynamic analysis technique for detecting
data-structure traversals. Like Toddler, it is also based on instrumenting code in order
to harvest trace data, from which the analysis model is built. The purpose is similar
to what we try to achieve in Chapter 5, however this being a dynamic model, it has
different tradeoffs between precision and recall, and its quality depends on the existence
of drivers (such as unit tests) that exercise a large part of the program under analysis.
SAFER [34] is a tool that detects semantic vulnerabilities in C programs that may
be vulnerable to DoS attacks using malicious inputs.
Detecting Algorithmic Complexity Attacks
Wuestholz et al. [193] discuss an approach to statically detect DoS vulnerabilities in
programs that use regular expressions. The analysis has multiple stages and is concep-
tually similar to the analysis proposed in this paper: they first build a model to detect
vulnerable structures (by reasoning about the worst-case complexity of nondeterminis-
tic finite automatons), and then devise a separate (taint) analysis to establish whether
a vulnerable regular expression can be matched against an input string. The tool they
have developed, Rexploiter, finds 41 exploitable security vulnerabilities in Java web
applications.
Staicu and Pradel [174] investigate ReDoS vulnerabilities in Node.js servers, start-
ing with identifying the presence of critical regular expressions that may exhibit high
complexity in modules, and then crafting input for servers using those modules. They
found 25 previously unknown vulnerabilities and 339 web sites that are affected by at
least one of those ReDoS vulnerabilities.
Holland et al. [88] propose a hybrid approach to detect algorithmic complexity
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vulnerabilities. In a static pre analysis step, they use a loop call graph to detect nested
loop structures that are susceptible to algorithmic complexity vulnerabilities. In a
second step, they generate input and build a regression model to infer the presence
of vulnerabilities. The first step is similar to the approach in Chapter 5, but uses a
different model. The approach in our study is based on the presence of higher level data
structures and recursive methods which then implicitly create the nested traversals.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we discussed the aspects of software security that are important to
ensure safety and security in running and using software. Namely confidentiality, avail-
ability and integrity. We also looked at the Java security model and its approach to
guaranteeing safety and security properties both in the language and the Java run-
time environment. We also discussed two categories of vulnerabilities: DoS and remote
code execution. Finally, we looked at approaches to detecting these vulnerabilities in
software using program analyses techniques.
Chapter 3
Serialisation
Serialisation is the mechanism by which program state is captured to an external for-
mat for persistence of runtime data or for procedure calls across process boundaries. It
involves the conversion of internal runtime representations to a binary or text-based rep-
resentation and back (deserialisation). It has been described by Herlihy and Liskov [87]
as a mechanism for transferring abstract data types, and the idea was extended to sup-
port reference types in the Modula programming language. The feature is supported in
many object-oriented languages including Java, C#, Python and Ruby. Serialisation-
based object storage and retrieval is used for data persistence, and communications
over networks. In addition to the standard library routines, alternate serialisation li-
braries are available with support for additional features, different data formats and
better performance.
The C standardisation FAQ1 offers guidance on how expressive a serialisation im-
plementation must be in order to transform in-memory data to a stream. The following
are relevant features:
1. The format of data for the persisted stream, either binary or text based.
2. Objects are either part of an inheritance hierarchy or not (all of the same class)
and if they contain references to other objects.
3. Objects contain references to other objects, but they form a tree with no cycles
or multiple references to the same object.
4. Objects to be serialised contain references to other objects, and when those ref-
erences form a graph with no cycles.
5. Objects to be serialised contain references to other objects, and when those point-
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3.1 Data Formats
The data format can be self-describing or it can be opaque and rely on the client
program to interpret the syntax of the data. Self-describing formats are more flexible
as they do not depend on a particular program to interpret the data. The format
representation can either be binary or text based. The serialisation mechanism may
choose a data serialisation language such as YAML [195], XML [189] or JSON [94].
These languages offer built-in support for basic types such as strings, lists or maps and
additional types can be specified by using schemas.
3.2 Constructing Values or Objects
In object-oriented languages such as Java, objects are instantiated using the new oper-
ator followed by the constructor for the desired type, which allocates memory for the
instance and returns a reference to it, in addition to invoking the constructor method
for the object. Type constructors can take arguments or they can be nullary (declared
without parameters). It is the constructor’s role to validate the input arguments; de-
fensively make copies for the passed references; or normalise the supplied data before
utilising it.
Serialisers may handle type instantiation and initialisation differently. Some require
a nullary constructor to construct the object and use setter methods to initialise the
fields with data from the stream. This can be a safe method to mutate objects. Oth-
ers such as Java’s binary serialisation feature, ‘unsafely’ construct the object and use
reflection or a native extra-linguistic mechanism to set the field values. This mecha-
nism to create objects bypasses validation, and defensive checks, and risks breaking the
instance’s invariants, which were originally enforced by the constructor.
The methods used to obtain values from an object graph and to reconstruct the
object graph from the externalised data can be classified into two major categories:
beans-based serialisers and field-based serialisers [112]. Beans-based serialisers use the
JavaBean API conventions [95] to get values from the fields of source objects in the
object graph to be serialised, and to set the field values of deserialised objects. As per
bean conventions, object properties are accessed through getter methods and mutated
using setter methods. For instance, if a field has a name foo, the setter method
is setFoo, the getter method is getFoo, except if the field is of type boolean then
it is isFoo. The respective setter method is setFoo. Field-based serialisations, for
instance Java native serialisation, access the actual source or target object’s fields
directly instead of using any of the object’s API methods.
Some types (e.g. hash tables that have a memory-dependent structure) may require
a custom representation for reasons such as space efficiency or representation capability.
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For types that are not linear, call backs must be defined with custom deserialisation
logic as serialisation cannot simply extract state and dump it to a stream. Maps are a
classic example of this. Maps are often implemented as hash tables, an efficient data
structure for value lookup. A hash function is used to compute a numeric hash value,
which corresponds to an address location in memory that contains the associated value.
When a map is serialised, an array of key-value pairs are written to the stream and
when it is deserialised the internal hash table is reconstructed.
3.3 Type Safety and Encapsulation
Sometimes the type of deserialised values may not be known at compile time and during
runtime the values can be cast to specific types. To support dynamic types during
deserialisation some serialisation libraries support polymorphic deserialisation (i.e. can
construct any subtype of the requested type). An example is the readObject method
in Java’s object input stream class, which deserialises any object that is a subtype of
the Serializable or Externalizable interface. Deserialisation obtains the relevant
type information from the stream, but it leaves the decision to the programmer to select
the correct type.
In the case of other serialisation libraries where the deserialised type is known at
compile time, deserialisation is directed by the declared type and associated deseriali-
sation function for that type (e.g. serde library for the Rust programming language).
For polymorphic deserialisation, the stream must have type discriminators / tags to
direct the construction of types. Note that even with type-directed deserialisation, type
information must be included in the stream to handle subtype polymorphism or union
types.
3.4 Serialisation in Java
3.4.1 Serialisation Mechanisms
Serialisation was introduced to Java by Riggs et al. [156]. Serialisation is accompanied
by a matching feature to read or deserialise an object graph from a stream. Serialisation
has a number of use cases, most of which are in distributed computing [117]. In addition
to the standard library routines, alternate serialisation libraries are also available for
Java (e.g. XStream, Kyro). Riggs et al. [156] list some of the use cases for serialisation:
• Checkpointing application state, which is taking a snapshot of an application’s
state so that it can be restored later in time.
• Support for persistent objects (saving in-memory state of objects to disk.)
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• Marshalling of objects as arguments to be passed in remote-method invocations,
and to return their results.
• Serialising objects or object graphs for storage/retrieval as binary objects from
databases.
In Java, serialisation is the foundation of several important platform features and
protocols, including Remote Method Invocation (RMI), Java Naming and Directory
Interface (JNDI), Java Management Extensions (JMX) and Java Messaging Service
(JMS) [119] .
Binary Serialisation
The Java platform allows the transfer of Java bytecode as classes, which enables trans-
mitted code to be started on a different machine. However, the transfer of state is
necessary to resume a computation with the state it had prior to transmission. To
facilitate this, Java offers the ObjectOutputStream and ObjectInputStream classes
that provide (de)serialisation functionality. Binary serialisation involves invoking the
writeObject method of an ObjectOutputStream with the target object as the argu-
ment. The target object must implement the marker interface, Serializable. Another
condition is that the class must be able to access the first nullary constructor of its first
non-serialisable superclass. Along with object data, serialisation writes meta informa-
tion to identify the type of each object and the relationships between objects within the
stream. In other words, a serialised object graph. By default all non-transient (fields
without the transient modifier) and non-static fields are written to the stream as the
object’s data. The stream format is described in the “Java object stream serialization
protocol”2. The format supports dynamic proxies, enums, strings, primitive data, null
and object references.
Deserialising from a stream can be accomplished by calling the readObject method
of the stream. It recreates an object graph that is isomorphic to the instance that was
serialised to the stream. In addition to the default mechanism to read and write classes
from and to a stream, objects may define custom serialisation and deserialisation logic
by implementing the methods:
• writeObject for a class T specifies the contents that are written to the output
stream when an object of type T is serialised. This can include custom logic and
invoke write* methods for different types of data (strings, primitive types).
• readObject for a class T specifies the behaviour when an object of type T is
deserialised from an input stream.
2https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/platform/serialization/spec/protocol.html
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• writeReplace for a class T, writes the object returned by the method instead of
itself to the output stream. This method is useful for securing serialisation using
a seperate type as the serialised form for T.
• readResolve for a class T deserialises to the object returned by this method.
Custom deserialisation may be required where the in-memory state must be recom-
puted when the object is reloaded. This is the case for data structures like hash tables
that organise objects in groups based on their hash value that might be based on mem-
ory addresses which are local to the machine on which the structure is created. These
methods are automatically invoked by the serialisation routines. The Externalizable
interface with readExternal and writeExternal is another way for developers to cus-
tomise binary serialisation. These methods allow more control over what is written to
and read from the stream during (de)serialisation.
Listing 3.1 shows Java binary serialisation in action. The listing demonstrates the
implementation of a class with custom serialisation and a main method that proceeds
to create an object of the class, write it to a stream and read it back.
1 public class Foo implements Serializable {
2 public Object bar;
3
4 // Hook to perform custom serialisation
5 private void writeObject(ObjectOutputStream o)




10 // Hook to perform custom deserialisation
11 private void readObject(ObjectInputStream o)
12 throws IOException , ClassNotFoundException {




17 public static void main(String [] args) {
18
19 Foo f = new Foo(); f.bar = "";
20 // serialises the Foo instance to a file
21 FileOutputStream fos = new FileOutputStream("testfile");




26 // deserialises the Foo instance that was written to the file
27 Foo obj;
28 FileInputStream fis = new FileInputStream("testfile");
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29 ObjectInputStream ois = new ObjectInputStream(fis);




Listing 3.1: Java Binary serialisation
Other Serialisation Mechanisms
Default binary deserialisation3 is not the only available technology for Java object per-
sistence. Others include XStream, an XML-based third-party serialisation library, for
which similar vulnerabilities have been reported, XML Encoder/Decoder and Kyro
used in Twitter’s Chill and Scalding projects. The existence of multiple technologies
for serialisation suggests a larger surface for weaknesses, and hence more possible vul-
nerabilities of this class.
Distributed computing frameworks such as Apache Storm [117] and Apache Spark
use alternative serialisation methods for efficiency reasons [117]. Amongst these al-
ternatives are Jackson [2], Kryo [65], Protocol Buffers [78] and XStream [194]. Kryo
and XStream are particularly interesting because they let the user serialise any class
whereas with native binary serialisation the class must implement the Serializable
marker interface.
3.5 Security Risks of Serialisation
Attackers who have access to an application’s endpoint that unsafely utilises serialisa-
tion can craft serialised objects that violate the object’s invariants or contain malicious
data. Some weaknesses in Java serialisation that makes it vulnerable to attack are:
• Default deserialisation leaves objects open to manipulation of invariants and
unauthorised access as deserialisation is field-based [26].
• Custom serialisation has to be implemented with defensive checks to ensure de-
serialised objects are valid and their properties cannot be accessed illegally [26].
• Implementing defensive deserialisation can be complex [26].
• An application that uses binary deserialisation can inadvertently instantiate any
class on the class path.
• Calls the readObject method of an object of a type dictated by the data from
the stream
3https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/technotes/guides/serialisation/index.html
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• Java’s security mechanism cannot prevent trusted code from deserialising seri-
alised objects crafted by an attacker and this can lead to code execution without
restrictions.
The improper use of Java serialisation can compromise application safety [109]
which may result in attacks ranging from service unavailability or degradation to ar-
bitrary code execution. Holzinger et al. [89] present a comprehensive study of Java
vulnerabilities. The authors identify 15% of the attacks in the study as attacks related
to serialisation and two DoS exploits, one caused by disk space exhaustion and the
other a result of a bug in garbage collecting deeply nested structures. They present a
metamodel prepared from a large body of exploits to determine the commonalities in
attacks that identify Java language features and weaknesses that cause them.
Trusted code relies on the encapsulation of Java as a means to isolation, that is
preventing external code from accessing private fields and methods [77]. Accesses to
private fields and methods are checked at compilation and at runtime to ensure that
encapsulation properties are not violated. However, language features such as subclass-
ing and deserialisation may break this guarantee. Goichon et al. [77] cite Java access
control flaws which demonstrate privileged deserialisation as an actual security threat
and list CVEs for these vulnerabilities. Privileged deserialisation of untrusted data
results in untrusted code being able to escalate privileges and basically instantiate any
class or run any method thereby thwarting the security policy of the system.
An application that uses binary deserialisation can inadvertently instantiate any
class on the class path. With the use of serialisation, fields that are otherwise inacces-
sible can be modified and, hence, corrupted [26]. Unchecked deserialisation of corrupt
data can lead the application to an unexpected state. An attacker who has access to the
communication medium can craft serialised objects that potentially break the object’s
invariants [26]. Custom deserialisation has to be implemented with defensive checks to
ensure that deserialised objects are valid [26]. However, implementing defensive deseri-
alisation can be a complex task as serialisation is a feature that works against the Java
security model’s goals [89].
3.6 Vulnerabilities
The list of CVEs show 72 Java serialisation vulnerability reports since 2003. Half of
these were reported over 2015 and 2016. A significant number of them are a consequence
of a single deserialisation weakness in Apache Commons Collections (ACC), and nearly
all of these vulnerabilities have a critical impact as they allow arbitrary code execution
with the privileges of the user running the targeted application.
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In this section, we present a detailed discussion of serialisation vulnerabilities and
some instances of them in libraries.
3.6.1 Injection Vulnerabilities
Custom serialisation using readObject or readExternal may have call sites with
method calls on objects that are read from the stream, which can be controlled by
an attacker. Further, attackers can construct object graphs that lead to sequences of
method calls that may end up with attacker-controlled data flowing as arguments to
sensitive methods resulting in dangerous operations. This could be shell commands
to Runtime.exec or input to reflective method calls. Such method call chains or se-
quences are called gadgets chains (similar in concept to ROP as discussed in Chapter 2,
Sec. 2.2.2). The conditions that must be satisfied to execute a gadget chain that ends
in a dangerous method call are: 1) the chain must start with a class that implements
custom deserialisation using readObject (such classes are also known as trampoline
classes); 2) the object graph with the trampoline class object at the root must be con-
structed such that it results in the desired sequence of calls when it is deserialised; 3)
the object graph must be constructed with objects belonging to classes on the class
path of the target application.
Several serialisation-related arbitrary code execution vulnerabilities were presented
by Frohoff et al. in [70]. The most well known of these vulnerabilities was the one
discovered by Christopher Frohoff and Gabriel Lawrence in version 3.x of the Apache
Commons Collections library. It is possible due to a gadget chain constructed using
classes from the library that can result in operating system command injection. The
listing in Figure 3.2 shows code for producing a payload consisting of the chain of
gadgets for the ACC InvokerTransformer vulnerability. The exploit consists of an
object graph constructed in such a way that it causes the side-effect of executing an
arbitrary command during deserialisation.
The object graph of the payload used in the exploit has a HashMap at the root. The
map has a single entry with a TiedMapEntry object as the key. The TiedMapEntry is
a structure with a map accompanying a specified key. On deserialisation, the hash of
this structure is computed to rebuild the hash map object. Computing the hash causes
the retrieval of the entry with the specified key from a LazyMap. The LazyMap has an
associated sequence of transformers that transform the value if an entry is not found
in the underlying map. The chain consists of a series of InvokerTransformers that
end with invoking the exec method on the Runtime class with arguments read from
the serialised data. This can potentially result in executing an arbitrary command as
the data structure is rebuilt on deserialisation. The command passed to the method is
executed when the payload is deserialised by a trusting application, i.e. without any of











10 public class PayLoad {
11
12 public HashMap obj(String cmd) {
13
14 final String [] execArgs = new String [] {cmd};
15 TiedMapEntry tm = new TiedMapEntry(null , null);
16
17 final Transformer [] transformers = new Transformer [] {
18 new ConstantTransformer(Runtime.class),
19 new InvokerTransformer("getMethod", new Class[] {
20 String.class , Class []. class }, new Object [] {
21 "getRuntime", new Class [0] }),
22 new InvokerTransformer("invoke", new Class[] {
23 Object.class , Object []. class }, new Object [] {
24 null , new Object [0] }),
25 new InvokerTransformer("exec",
26 new Class[] { String.class },
execArgs),
27 new ConstantTransformer (1) };
28
29 Map innerMap = new Flat3Map ();
30 Map lazyMap = LazyMap.decorate(innerMap , new ChainedTransformer(
transformers));
31 TiedMapEntry entry = new TiedMapEntry(lazyMap , "foo");
32 HashMap map = new HashMap ();
33 List key = new ArrayList ();





Listing 3.2: ACC InvokerTransformer vulnerability (payload construction only)
The Apache Commons Collections serialisation vulnerability demonstrates the me-
chanics of how a set of gadgets can be strung together to produce unintended side-effects
on deserialisation. The trampoline class in the gadget chain is HashMap with hashCode
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called from readObject.
Serialisable InvocationHandlers which are a part of how Java implements dy-
namic proxies (interfaces to objects where messages are intercepted and dispatched
to the InvocationHandlers) enable the construction of more gadget variants [120].
Embedded languages like Groovy, BeanShell and JavaScript add to this diversity and
vulnerabilities have been discovered that involve these languages. An even more inter-
esting variant is a vulnerabilitiy in the XSLT compiler which can be used to generate
and load a class defined from data read from the serialised stream.
Serialisation vulnerability CVE-2016-2510 [53] that affected BeanShell, a scripting
language for Java that encompasses an interpreter with the ability to dynamically ex-
ecute Java source code, involves code injection and the use of dynamic proxies. The
trigger method is compares in PriorityQueue. An invocation handler class in Bean-
Shell, XThis.Handler, initialised with the injected code, is used as the handler for a
proxy Comparator that is set as the comparator for the PriorityQueue. On dese-
rialisation, PriorityQueue’s custom deserialisation rebuilds the queue that requires
invocations to the comparator, resulting in the execution of the injected code. This
particular handler delegates all intercepted method calls to the injected code.
Another library, C3P0, which enhances the capabilities of existing JDBC drivers,
has a class PoolBackedDataSourceBase with an implemented readObject method,
which causes the class to load a remote object and instantiate it upon deserialisation.
The connection URL and class name are stored in
ReferenceSerialized which is a property of PoolBackedDataSourceBase read by the
class during deserialisation. In this case, the sink is calling newInstance on an object
acquired by loading a class via a URLClassLoader.
Clojure supports the dynamic creation of objects that implement one or more Java
interfaces and/or extends a Java class. The created objects are anonymous classes that
implement the IProxy interface, with a map from method names as strings to Clojure
functions. Invocation of a method resolves to the corresponding target function in the
map. In the case of this vulnerability, the Clojure jar file contains an ahead-of-time
compiled anonymous class, that extends AbstractTableModel. The invocation of the
hashCode function of this class by a deserialisation trigger such as HashMap can re-
sults in the execution of arbitrary Clojure code. The runtime passes the execution
of the script to the Clojure function clojure.main.eval-opt, which reads and eval-
uates Clojure expressions that are in text format. This function is mapped to the
clojure.main$eval opt.invoke method in bytecode.
The Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) compiler included
with Java allows loading and instantiation of classes that are defined from deserial-
ized data. Briefly, the design of the Java API for XML processing (JAXP) includes
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XSLT processing capabilities by compiling XSL stylesheets into “translets”. Compiled
translets can be cached within a Templates object as byte arrays. Templates, which
are serialisable, have a getter method, getOutputProperties and newTransformer
method, both of which request the class loader to define and load the class defined in
the byte array.
The Jython gadget, reported in CVE-2016-4000, also involves a serialisable invo-
cation handler that calls injected python bytecode from the stream after intercept-
ing any method. A similar vulnerability reported for Groovy, CVE-2015-3253, uses
ConvertedClosure an invocation handler that intercepts any method and invokes a
deserialised MethodClosure object from the stream, which allows an attacker to call
any method on a deserialised object.
The AnnotationInvocationHandler in the JDK library implements handling for
annotation objects. It has a class object for the annotation type and a map for prop-
erties and their corresponding values. A method call on the interface is intercepted by
the handler and returns the matching value from the map. In effect, this handler can
act as a function memoizer, intercepting any method and returning any value. Another
way the gadget can be exploited is by calling the equals method on the proxy. This
results in the handler invoking all methods on the proxied object.
The Mozilla Rhino JavaScript engine, included in the JDK, has a gadget that is
reachable via calling the toString method on a serializable NativeError object. The
gadget allows a Method to be instantiated on deserialisation from the stream, and the
method to be invoked on a deserialized object.
In the Javassist/Weld gadget, any method can be executed on a stream-defined
object on deserialisation. In the ROME gadget, invocation of the hashCode method
results in a chain from Object.toString to calling getter methods on another object
from the stream. This can be combined with the Xalan gadget resulting in arbitrary
code execution.
The SerializableTypeWrapper gadget in the Spring framework lets attackers per-
form remote code execution in combination with an attack gadget. SerializableType-
Wrapper$MethodInvokeTypeProvider permits the execution of any method in a class
from the class path.
3.6.2 Expression Injection
Expression injection is a class of vulnerabilities allowing attacks by controlling input
data that is evaluated by an expression language interpreter [175]. Various expres-
sion language technologies are available for the Java platform. These include MVEL,
JavaServer Pages Expression Language (JSP EL), Apache Commons Object-Graph
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Navigation Language (OGNL) and Spring Expression Language (SPEL). CVE-2017-
5638 was reported in late 2017 for Apache Struts. The application processes an un-
trusted OGNL expression from the content headers of an HTTP request. Though
serialisation was not involved in that particular vulnerability, a deserialisation vul-
nerabilities based on EL is available for Apache MyFaces, a Java EE user interface
implementation.
3.6.3 System Resource Access
CVE-2016-1000031 reported for Apache Commons FileUpload library suffers from a
deserialisation vulnerability in the custom deserialisation implemented in readObject
and writeObject for the class DiskFileItem. Manipulating the cachedContent and
repository fields of a serialised DiskFileItem object gives attackers the ability to
create and copy files on the system. An identical vulnerability was reported for Apache
Wicket allowing remote attackers to write to arbitrary files by inserting a NULL byte
in the file name of the serialised object. A simple gadget of two objects, URL and a
HashMap can be used to trigger DNS-lookups on deserialisation.
3.6.4 DoS
Serialisation-based DoS attacks can be classified into three categories: algorithmic com-
plexity vulnerabilities, crafted object graphs and unchecked initialisation of data struc-
tures. We discuss these categories in detail below.
Algorithmic Complexity
Algorithmic complexity vulnerabilities are defects that let attackers induce worst-case
performance in computing small inputs. They can be leveraged in serialisation for DoS
attacks. Crosby et al. [47] report a hash collision vulnerability in Perl’s implementation
of associative arrays/hash tables, which resulted in inserting many keys with the same
hash code into a hash table, triggering worst-case performance, O(n) rather than the
typical-case performance, O(1). As hash tables are used to process HTTP requests this
can be used as an attack vector on vulnerable hash table implementations. YAML and
JSON could also be used as attack vectors. The hash collisions issue was reported for
multiple programming languages by Julian Wälde and Alexander Klink [5]. In the case
of Java, String.hashCode() hash function was not sufficiently collision resistant. As
hashCode() is used in the implementations of HashMap and Hashtable classes it can
be used in attacks. In Java version 7 and since, the HashMap implementation has been
changed to use a TreeMap instead of a LinkedList to store values. In response to the
discovery of the vulnerability, other languages such as Perl and Ruby have changed the
hash function to SipHash [17] which mitigates hash-flooding vulnerabilities.
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Crafted Object Graphs
Object graphs that are recursive or that represent nested data can also be problematic
for deserialisation. Attempting to deserialise object graphs with cycles can lead to stack
overflow errors. Billion laughs-style attacks such as XML Entity Expansion (XEE)
attack and SerialDoS are enabled by hierarchical data with internal cross-references.
In XML, it is the nested entities that are used for XEE attacks and in SerialDoS,
serialised nested object graphs with internal cross-references are used as deserialisation
attack vectors. A similar expansion of the structure to a string will occur when it is
stringified (e.g. using the toString() method in Java.)
The vulnerabilities that we study are closely related to the well-known billion laughs
attack on XML parsers [39]. It consists of an XML document with an embedded
Document Type Definition (DTD) section that defines a list of nested XML entities
where each entity’s definition contains references to the preceding entity definition.
Entity expansion on parsing results in a string, which has a length exponential in the
depth of the nesting, that in effect causes the service to degrade or fail from memory
exhaustion. In the listed XML code, the parser would expand to 109 “lol” strings taking
up nearly 3 gigabytes of memory.
1 <?xml version="1.0"?>
2 <!DOCTYPE doc [
3 <!ENTITY l "lol">
4 <!ELEMENT doc (# PCDATA)>
5 <!ENTITY l1 "&l;&l;&l;&l;&l;&l;&l;&l;&l;&l;">
6 <!ENTITY l2 "&l1;&l1;&l1;&l1;&l1;&l1;&l1;&l1;&l1;&l1;">
7 -- ENTITY l3...l8 omitted for brevity






Listing 3.3: XML Billion Laughs
The basic idea of billion laughs can be ported to an attack on Java programs as
shown by Coekaert’s SerialDoS vulnerability [37]. In SerialDoS, shown in Listing 3.4,
the equivalent of the nested entity references in an XML element is a serialised collection
of nested sets.
1 import java.util .*;
2 ...
3 Set root = new HashSet ();
4 Set s1 = root;
5 Set s2 = new HashSet ();
6 for (int i = 0; i < depthN; i++) {
7 Set child1 = new HashSet ();
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14 s1 = child1;




Listing 3.4: SerialDoS payload construction
The problem occurs if root.hashCode() is invoked. The hashCode of HashSet is
recursive, i.e., it is computed using the hash values of the elements of the respective sets.
This leads to a computation that is exponential in depthN. The first enabling property
for this attack is the shape of the data structure, forming a network of cross-referencing
parent-child relationships, where each child node is referenced by more than one (in
this case, two) parent objects. The resulting object graph for the listing is shown in
Fig. 3.1. The second ingredient is the recursive method that operates on this structure,
hashCode() in this case.
Finally, there must be a way to parse the format to an internal representation with
the same topology and trigger the traversal over it. The fact that the method can be
reached from the entry point of a program can be statically determined by examining
direct paths from the entry point method to the target method in the call graph.
In the case of SerialDoS, the trigger is the deserialisation API. Using any known pro-
gram surface that deserialises external data, this structure can be serialised and passed
as input into the program. The deserialisation of the HashSet instances encountered
in the stream will then invoke hashCode() via a call graph chain from readObject(),
and the malicious computation is activated.
Redundant traversals can be solved using dynamic programming in some cases.
However, this solution is not available in the case of SerialDoS where it is not a pro-
gramming defect that gives rise to the vulnerability. In SerialDoS, each method invoca-
tion happens within another context (i.e., state of the stack), and for a programmer to
cache intermediate results (hashcodes for objects at each level) would require knowledge
about the state of the heap and stack during each invocation.
Another issue in recursive operations over such structures is uncontrolled recursion
(CWE-674 [54]) due to arbitrary nesting depth, or cycles in the structure. It can lead to
infinite recursion that results in a runtime fault from stack memory exhaustion. In our
earlier work [58] we studied the impact of resource (CPU, stack and memory) exhaus-
tion / uncontrolled recursion on different Java application servers using serialisation as
an attack surface. We adapt SerialDoS to construct a payload dubbed Pufferfish that
leads to heap memory exhaustion. This involves each invocation allocating memory
that is referred to in the calling context. An example is the stringification of nested
containers in Java by invoking the toString method on the root of the object graph.
4Note that parents have two children, but children also have two parents. The graph is abstracted
in the sense that intermediate references to elements in java.util.HashSet are not shown.
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Figure 3.1: Many-to-many topology in object graphs4
We showed that such attacks can degrade server performance when they consume CPU
resources, and memory-intensive attacks can render the service completely unrespon-
sive.
Unchecked Initialisation
Values may be used from the stream to initialise data structures such as the size of
arrays. This can allow attackers to exhaust heap memory of an application which
performs unchecked deserialisation. A case is where during custom deserialisation, the
code allocates memory for an array (new T[size]) for any type T, where the value for
the variable size is obtainted from the stream using ois.readInt(). An example of
a vulnerability is CVE-2018-2677.
3.6.5 Serialisation-Related Vulnerabilities in Other Languages
Serialisation related vulnerabilities are common in other languages, and they generally
fall under the untrusted input validation class of vulnerabilities [187]. CVE-2013-3171,
CVE-2012-0161 and CVE-2012-0160 [40] [41] [45] document arbitrary code execution
using serialisation vulnerabilities in the Microsoft .NET platform. Python documen-
tation warns against using its serialisation module, pickles, for deserialising untrusted
data. CVE-2012-4406 [42] documents a pickling related vulnerability in a distributed
object storage application written in Python. A Ruby DoS attack reported in CVE-
2013-0269 [43] concerns how parsing JSON can cause memory exhaustion for mali-
ciously crafted JSON data. During parsing data can be coerced into Ruby symbols -
which are not garbage-collected, resulting in an exploitable memory leak.
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3.6.6 Exploiting Deserialisation Vulnerabilities
Deserialisation vulnerabilities in libraries can be exploited when an application deseri-
alises untrusted data. Applications can accept such data in various ways: through file
uploads, HTTP requests (either cookies or GET, POST requests) and also potentially
through local files residing on the same machine or network that hosts the application.
[31] discuss how such exploits can occur in real world software, examples being the
Jenkins and JBoss servers. In the case of Jenkins, the application had a command-line
interface for remoting that used embeded serialised objects. An attacker with access to
the interface can exploit vulnerable classes in the application’s class path. In the other
example cited in the same article, the JBoss application server had a public servlet
endpoint that accepted serialised objects and once again, an attacker with access to
the endpoint could instigate attacks.
A general-purpose measure against exploits based on untrusted data is to sign the
input data and verify it at the point of deserialisation. However, there are downsides
to this approach: signing keys can be compromised and there is the additional over-
head of managing the required PKI infrastructure and the practicality of deploying it.
More specific measures are available to address deserialisation vulnerabilities or attacks.
These techniques and their shortcomings are discussed in Chapter 8
3.7 Recall of Static Analysis for (De)serialisation Features
Static analysis tools are generally useful for detecting taint-related vulnerabilities and
are applicable for serialisation. For the PHP language a tool is available [56] that
detects and automatically generates code reuse attacks (gadget chains) for deserialisa-
tion. Frohoff’s [70] InspectorGadget, which is limited to finding if an application uses
serialisation and does not devirtualize calls.
To study the recall of general-purpose static analysis tools for detecting serialisation
vulnerabilities, we developed a benchmark of serialisation patterns and used it as input
for a taint analysis that also utilises points-to and call graph construction. The purpose
of the study was to explore potential static analysis tools and approaches to use for
detecting deserialisation vulnerabilities. This study informed the design of the hybrid
analysis in Chapter 7.
The benchmark from this study has multiple deserialisation patterns that are exer-
cised by a driver program (in Listing 3.6). The call to readObject, which returns the
deserialised object, is set as the source of taint.
We also set java.io.ObjectInputStream::readString(boolean) as an additional
source, which is the method that instantiates strings read from the binary stream dur-
ing deserialisation. We use PrintWriter::write as a sink. We evaluated FlowDroid
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and Doop with this benchmark. The objective of the evaluation was to study the recall
of the tools under the various scenarios.
3.7.1 Micro-benchmark of (De)serialisation Features
The benchmark contains five patterns as listed in Table 3.1 and shown in the code List-
ings 3.5 and 3.6. The first pattern, devirt-taint, is used to check for tainted information
flow that involves points-to computation and call graph reachability. (De-)serialisation
offers an extra-linguistic mechanism to construct objects, avoiding constructors that
can result in unsound call graphs (if it uses more precise call graph algorithms that rely
on runtime types of variables for devirtualising target methods of method calls) and
imprecise points-to results. The pattern has code that deserialises data from a stream
and constructs an object, and then invokes a method on this object. The client class is
not aware of the actual type of the receiver object, as the code contains no allocation
site. This pattern is also in our micro-benchmark of dynamic language features in Java
programs. An additional part of the pattern is that it also involves tainted information
flow to the prescribed sink. This is the only pattern that involves devirtualization. The
other four patterns are used to check if various different types of flow can be detected.
The field-taint pattern involves a flow from a deserialised object’s field to the sink.
The custom-taint pattern has a tainted flow that is triggered within the custom dese-
rialisation code (ObjCustom in Listing 3.5) for an object. The container-taint pattern
has a value flowing from a container field of the deserialised object to the sink. The
basic-taint pattern is the simple case where the deserialised object is a string.
Table 3.1: Taint flow patterns in micro-benchmark
Pattern Description
devirt-taint Tainted value from object field flows to sink (devirtualization required)
field-taint Tainted value from field flows to sink (no devirtualization)
custom-taint Tainted value from field flows to sink (custom deserialisation)
container-taint Tainted value from container flows to sink
basic-taint Tainted value flows to sink
1
2 public class ObjContainer implements Serializable {
3 public List <String > stsElements;
4 }
5
6 public class ObjCustom implements Serializable {
7
8 public String field;
9 public List <String > fields;
10 public transient String transientStr;
11
12 private void readObject(java.io.ObjectInputStream s)
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13 throws IOException , ClassNotFoundException {
14 s.defaultReadObject ();
15 transientStr = field;
16 PrintWriter writer = new PrintWriter(new FileWriter("sink"));
17 writer.write(this.field); // bad
18 writer.write("abc"); // ok
19 writer.write(fields.get (0)); // bad
20 }
21





27 public class ObjStrFld implements Serializable {
28 public String strField;
29
30 public int hashCode () {
31 PrintWriter writer = null;
32 try {
33 writer = new PrintWriter(new FileWriter("sink"));




38 return strField.hashCode ();
39 }
40 }
Listing 3.5: Serialisable Objects
1
2 public class Deserialisation implements Serializable {
3 public static void main(String [] args) throws Exception {
4 FileInputStream fis = new FileInputStream(new File("file"));
5 ObjectInputStream oos = new ObjectInputStream(fis);
6 PrintWriter writer = new PrintWriter(new FileWriter("sink"));
7





13 if (obj instanceof ObjCustom) {
14 writer.write ((( ObjCustom)a).transientStr);
15 }
16 if (obj instanceof ObjContainer) {
17 writer.write ((( ObjContainer)a).stsElements.get(0));
18 }
19 if (obj instanceof ObjStrFld) {




Listing 3.6: Deserialisation Driver
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3.7.2 Evaluation
The experiments were performed on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU @ 3.20GHz
with 64GB of RAM on Linux Ubuntu 18.04.3. Doop5 was run using the Java 8 platform
as implemented in Oracle’s version 8 of the JDK (build 1.8.0 221-b11).
3.7.3 Results
The recall results for the patterns evaluated for FlowDroid and Doop are shown in
Table 3.2.







For FlowDroid, the analysis was only able to detect two out of five patterns. For the
custom-taint pattern we also checked the analysis with the custom readObject as the
entry point for the program. Different call graph algorithms were also used to confirm if
recall improved (i.e., CHA, RTA and VTA). In the case of Doop, the analysis detected
three from the five patterns.
3.8 Conclusion
We have presented an overview of serialisation, more specifically in Java and its perti-
nent security aspects. We then discussed the types of vulnerabilities due to deseriali-
sation. Finally, we evaluated two static analysis tools, which track tainted information
flow, on a micro-benchmark of deserialisation features to identify recall issues with
respect to the use of those features.




This chapter introduces the methodology that was adopted for the research carried out
in the four studies that are reported in Chapters 5-8. The studies described in detail
in the respective chapters are:
• Static analysis for detecting DoS vulnerabilities in Chapter 5.
• Serialisation vulnerabilities in non-Java languages in Chapter 6.
• Hybrid analysis for detecting injection vulnerabilities in Chapter 7.
• Mitigation measures against serialisation attacks in Chapter 8.
We situate the approach within the various methodologies available for software
engineering research, and justify its selection. We then describe the experiment design,
systems selection and threats to validity.
4.1 Introduction
Improvements in the state of the art and effective solutions to software engineering prob-
lems (in our case, software security in the scope of serialisation) are possible through the
methodological evaluation of new methods, techniques, tools and proposals in compar-
ison to existing ones [192]. Research methods in software engineering provide guidance
on how to do this. Four research methods are used in software engineering: scientific,
engineering, empirical and analytical. They fall broadly under the analytic or experi-
mental paradigms. The analytical method proposes a formal theory, which is compared
to empirical observations. The scientific method involves building a model based on an
observed phenomenon. The engineering method studies current solutions to a problem
and proposes an improved alternative or a new one where none exists. The empirical
method proposes a model, which is then evaluated using empirical studies such as case
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studies or experiments. The engineering and empirical methods are variations of the
scientific method where existing solutions to a particular problem are studied, changes
proposed and the resulting implementation is evaluated against those solutions.
This research involves developing analysis tools to either prevent or detect seri-
alisation vulnerabilities, and an assessment of DoS vulnerabilities for programming
languages other than Java. As these projects are developmental in nature, to gain an
understanding of how and why the developed tools will be useful, we measure their
properties and compare them to alternatives where they are available. The engineering
method is best suited for this purpose.
The strategy we followed in the research is composed of the following steps: prob-
lem formulation, study of the state of the art, designing and developing a candidate
solution and finally validation through experiments. In the problem formulation step,
we identify the problem and specify a formal specification for it. This also includes
a literature review to identify and assess state of the art solutions in the problem do-
main. In designing and developing a candidate solution, we develop tools from scratch
or customise available frameworks or tools.
The experimental paradigm also involves designing and executing an experiment,
to support or refute a hypothesis concerning a cause-effect relationship of interest. The
experiment studies the effect of changing independent variables (inputs or causes) on the
dependent variables (outcomes or effect). This requires selection of instances, executing
the experiment procedure, data collection and observation of outcomes, validation and
reporting the results [21]. In order for an experiment to be reliable and produce scientific
value, it must be designed and conducted in a principled way. The experimental design
we use is described by Wohlin [192]. We use the guidelines from Jedlitschka et al. [92]
for reporting experiments in this work. Adopting a standard approach for reporting
the experiments makes the information accessible, clarifies how the experiment was
conducted and is helpful for assessing the results and their validity. In the following
sections, we discuss experiment design and how we selected the systems for the studies,
and threats to validity.
4.2 Threat Model
We assume that the attacker has access to an endpoint that accepts serialised or for-
matted data. In Chapter 8, we assume the availability of any sanitisation features
(e.g., safe loading for YAML). We also assume that the adversary is able to craft in-
put that have traversal vulnerabilities using known patterns or other techniques to
trigger worst-case execution. The adversary is able to exploit applications or services
that parse input formats to carry out DoS attacks (e.g. configuration files, upload
files to instigate second-order attacks). These assumptions are valid as a large number
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of applications use YAML for DSLs/configuration (e.g. Swagger, Kubernetes, build
pipelines). We also assume the adversary may be able to locally or remotely exploit
object deserialisation with knowledge of classes on the class path.
4.3 Experimental Design
In this section, we describe the general approach to experiment design for the listed
studies. The general theme of research design in Chapters 5 and 7 (static analysis for
DoS vulnerabilities, hybrid analysis) is to develop security analyses to detect serialisa-
tion vulnerabilities or attacks, and to evaluate their efficiency and effectiveness against
selected instances of programs or libraries (that contain either labelled, non-labelled
vulnerabilities). Where alternate program analysis tools are available, a comparison is
also part of the research methodology. In Chapter 6 (non-Java languages), a specific
set of libraries are selected based on language and usage popularity. The specific parts
of the methodology for a respective experiment are described in detail in the relevant
chapters.
The stages of the experiment are:
• Scoping: Analyse analysis tool for the purpose of evaluation with respect to
efficiency and effectiveness from the point of view of the security analyst in the
context of running the analysis on a selected set of instances of programs (Chap-
ters 5 and 7). Analyse libraries for occurrence of a defined class of vulnerabilities
for the purpose systematically identifying prevalence of these vulnerabilities in
the context of a selected dataset that represent various programming languages
(Chapter 6).
• Planning: Design the experiment, which is determining independent and de-
pendent variables and the values for the independent variable (also referred to as
treatments). Threats to validity are assessed and mitigations put in place.
• Operation: This stage consists of preparation (e.g. computing resources and
the subjects), execution of the experiment as per the plan and validation, which
is the verification of the data collected from execution.
• Analysis and interpretation: Analyse and evaluate the collected measure-
ments.
• Presentation and package: Present the research and related experiment with
summarised results.
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4.4 Systems Selection
To address external validity threats, which are discussed in the next section, the in-
stances used in the experiments are clearly defined in the respective chapters. For the
first study the dataset used in the experiment is an industry-accepted collection of Java
libraries with vulnerabilities. The second study is a set of libraries that are external
format parsing libraries that are popular in the Java ecosystem. The final study uses
libraries for the specific format that we studied, which was again based on the popular-
ity of the library for the programming language. Language and library popularity are
based on usage in the industry (measures for which are available from library reposito-
ries or sites that collect metadata from those repositories, such as usage statistics from
Maven and number of forks on Github).
4.5 Threats to Validity
Validity threats are possible risks in the design and execution of empirical studies.
They limit the reliability of the studies and the extent to which the results can be
generalised to instances in the real world that are outside experimental settings. A
framework for validity threats is available in Wohlin [192], which categorises them as:
internal, external, construct and conclusion validity. We identify specific risks within
these categories, and how we address them in our experiments.
Internal validity holds if there is a causal relationship between a treatment and
the outcome in an experiment, and it is not the result of a factor that researcher has
no control over.
To ensure internal validity, we have made the parameters of the experiment clear.
Such as algorithmic configurations of the tools/platforms we used. Data collection and
execution are systematic and have been described as such. The instances of libraries
are not synthetic but ones that are in actual use by the community.
External validity is concerned with generalisation of observed results to larger
population.
We have clearly defined the instances of libraries used in the experiments, and also
clarified the strategy for how they were selected and why they were used.
Construct validity covers the correspondence between theory or the hypothesis,
and observation in the treatment and the outcome of an experiment. For the experiment
to be valid, the treatment must reflect the cause construct and outcome must reflect
the effect construct.
A risk is if a cost measure such as execution time (observed experiment outcome)
reflects actual performance (effect) of the analysis. Gauging effectiveness measures
such as precision is also a challenge as one of the datasets is not labelled. Manual
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classification, explained in detail in the relevant chapters, was carried out and this
remains a threat to validity.
Conclusion validity is about the relationship between the treatment and outcome
in an experiment. It must be demonstrated that there is a statistically significant
relationship.
One of the risks is that an observed outcome could be a random occurrence. This is
especially a concern as there are stochastic elements to the hybrid analysis in Chapter 7.
To account for random variation, we run the experiment multiple times.
Another risk is the lack of a meaningful baseline for comparison in the evaluations.
The experiment to evaluate the static analysis for DoS has no baseline. In the hybrid
analysis, random search is used as a baseline.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter we touched on the importance of methodologies in software engineering
research before giving an overview of experimental design for the overall work. We have
also listed the systems used in the experiments, and the various threats to validity and
how we address them.
Chapter 5
Static Analysis for DoS
Vulnerabilities
As discussed in Section 3.6.4 of Chapter 3, complexity-related DoS vulnerabilities can
be due to programs recursively traversing composite data structures. Tree and graph-
like data structures that are composed of parts are common in programs, and when
such structures are defined recursively, it is practical to define recursive operations
over them. Such an operation can potentially run in exponential time or / and space
if redundant traversals are not (or cannot be) controlled. These performance-related
vulnerabilities can be exploited to carry out DoS attacks on systems. Serialisation and
external format parsers that utilise these data structures present opportunities for DoS
attacks based on these vulnerabilities [58].
Static and dynamic analysis techniques have been used for detecting performance-
related bugs in programs. However, most existing approaches for detecting them are
domain-specific - for instance, detection techniques for regular expression engines [193].
Fuzzing has been used to detect performance defects in programs. However, fuzzers are
inefficient by nature with normal turnaround times of hours or more [100]. Constraint-
based techniques such as symbolic execution are limited when it comes to producing
complex inputs and there has been limited work on using them to detect performance
bugs, especially for complex inputs [125, 137].
This chapter presents a characterisation of a class of vulnerabilities, along with a
novel approach to detect them, and the results of the study. An overview of the ap-
proach is shown in Figure 5.1. It is based on modelling the vulnerabilities, implementing
the analysis for the Java language and constructing payloads to verify the analysis re-
ports. Finally, constructed payloads are used to check if libraries and applications
written in other languages are vulnerable as well.
We characterise the program structure that facilitates such an attack. This is broken
down into three parts (we refer to these parts as the three T’s):
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1. Topology: a data structure that has a topology which allows the redundant
execution of recursive code/methods.
2. Traversal: the presence of recursive methods that operate on the elements in
the data structures identified in step one.
3. Trigger: an execution path, in a program, from an entry point method for the
program, typically a method that loads and evaluates data, to a recursive method
identified in step two.
We implemented the analysis for Java and then evaluated it on a set of 16 Java parser
libraries for different data formats. The scope and impact of this study goes beyond
the vulnerabilities found in the Java libraries as these libraries are used in numerous
applications. We validated the vulnerabilities by constructing malicious inputs, and it
turns out that some of these reveal vulnerabilities in libraries and applications written


























Figure 5.1: Overview of approach
In this study, we found a total of 11 vulnerabilities: Four new vulnerabilities in
Java libraries using the analysis, (i.e. Apache PDFBox, PDFxStream, Apache Batik
and SnakeYAML), and seven vulnerabilities in non-Java libraries found during the
evaluation. All 11 issues were reported to the vendors (7 were accepted as security
bugs) and four CVEs were obtained as a result.
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5.1 Characteristics of the Vulnerability
In this section, we discuss the three defining characteristics, TTT, needed to craft
DoS attacks based on vulnerabilities in code recursively traversing data structures:
topologies, traversals and triggers.
5.1.1 Program Representation
In programming languages that support object composition for representing complex
data types, and subtype polymorphism, data types consists of classes, primitive types
and arrays of those types. For instance, in Java, a program consists of a set of classes
with a main class as the entry point. A pair of classes in a Java program can be in a
direct subtype relationship, where one class is a subclass of another. A class declares a
set of methods and a set of fields, with their names and type signatures. A field, in UML
parlance, defines an association relationship with the class in its type signature. If a
method invocation is virtual, the target method for the call is determined dynamically
during runtime. The target method of an invocation depends on the method-binding
for the invocation statement. The method-binding is determined by the class of the
receiver of the invocation. For instance, the method-binding for the invocation b.m()
can be determined by the type of the object instance that b references, the receiver of
the invocation. An instantiation of a class is an object. This, itself, can be a graph of
objects if we consider the objects that its fields may reference: objects as vertices and
field relationships as edges.
5.1.2 Topologies
In Java-like languages, an instance of a data structure forms a graph of objects. An
object, parent, references child1 if child1 is the value of a field of parent. Often, ref-
erences are indirect via intermediate objects, in particular arrays or collections. Given
an object graph, we are particularly interested in subgraphs formed by objects of some
type T , where these objects have more than one predecessor and/or successor of type
T . These structures can be described as following a many-to-many pattern1. Exam-
ples of this are common in the Java collection library, where, for instance, lists can be
elements of multiple other lists.
A pattern that is very widely used, and conceptually similar to many-to-many, is
composite [71]. A composite has containers with elements that are either containers as
well, or leaf nodes. Usually, there are dedicated container and child types subtyping a
1Many-to-many relationships, in the database community, describe one type of cardinality of rela-
tionships between two entities.
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more abstract component type, but variations of this pattern are common2.
Whether a composite can form a many-to-many graph depends on how the parent-
child relationships are represented and controlled. Often it is an implicit precondition
for an operation with a composite as an input, that at most, the composite has a single
reference to any of its children. This is often enforced by an explicit parent reference
in the children, and an API that maintains the consistency of the parent-child and
child-parent references3.
5.1.3 Traversals
A many-to-many pattern in an object graph describes the data structure that can
be exploited in SerialDoS-style attacks (discussed earlier in section 3.6.4). To actually
launch an attack, a function that operates recursively on this structure must be present.
Regarding these functions, or methods as they are called in object-oriented languages,
there are two aspects to consider. Firstly, recursion can be simply described by the
presence of strongly-connected components in the call graph. Secondly, the recursive
method needs to traverse the many-to-many object graph.
Consider a method m with formal parameters m.this,m.arg1,m.argn. Then, there
must be a call graph chain linking m to itself (an invocation of the method m). Ad-
ditionally, at this invocation there is one parameter that points to a child of an object
that the respective parameter points to at the previous invocation.
This captures several common traversal patterns found in real world programs.
The most obvious one is direct recursion, where the many-to-many elements are always
referenced by this. Listing 5.1 shows an example of a simple recursion, used to count
elements. Note how, at the call site in line 12, the first parameter for the called method,
this, is bound to the child, this.elements[i].
1 public abstract class Element {
2 public abstract int count();
3 }
4 public class Leaf extends Element {
5 public int count () {return 1;}
6 }
7 public class Composite extends Element {
8 private Element [] elements = ...;
9 public int count () {
10 int c = 0;
11 for (int i=0;i<elements.length;i++) {




2For instance, in java.io.File, state is used to determine whether an element is a container (a
directory) or a child (a file). A case of a composite that uses structural instead of nominal typing.
3A good example for this is how the parent reference is maintained in the java.awt.Container.add*
methods which add a child component to the visual component hierarchy.
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16 }
Listing 5.1: Direct recursion over a composite
There are more complicated traversal patterns though. For instance, it is possible
to implement traversals using static methods in some class, where the traversed data
structure is only passed as a parameter. This can be used to program traversals im-
plemented outside the data structure being traversed. A standardised way to achieve
this is using the visitor pattern [71], which factors out the operation to be performed
on a data structure from its implementation. Here, the traversal uses two methods: an
accept method defined by the visited structure, and a visit method implemented in
an external visitor that acts upon the traversed objects.
Note that the component of traversals we have discussed so far concerns traversing
the graph depth-wise. Another aspect is how a method traverses the children of each
parent. In the listed example, this is accomplished through the for-loop which iterates
over the children in elements. A generalised technique is to use the iterator pattern [71],
which abstracts the traversal of different implementations of collection types.
5.1.4 Triggers
The presence of the topology and the traversals itself is not sufficient to launch an at-
tack. It is also necessary to create objects that instantiate the many-to-many pattern,
and to trigger the traversal. This requires an external data structure to be translated
to a vulnerable internal representation of the object graph in a data format, interpreted
or otherwise processed, and in this process the traversal is activated. The activation
refers to an invocation chain, from a method that is called by the library or the frame-
work when the data is processed, to the actual traversal method. Again, SerialDoS
(see Section 3.6.4) serves as a good example. It can use serialisation as a trigger mech-
anism. When an application deserialises an object graph, type-specific methods such
as readObject(..) are invoked. In the case of HashSet, this invokes hashCode() on
the elements, which will trigger the traversal.
In general, a trigger is a method in the public API of a library that is invoked when
data is processed (either by a client program, or by the library itself), and that leads
to the invocation of the traversal (method).
5.2 Modelling the Analysis
In this section, we describe how we model the topology, traversal and trigger patterns for
the analysis. We formalise the analysis in graph-theoretic terms using three graphs that
model different aspects of program behaviour. These definitions are language-agnostic,
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and are applicable to languages with common object-oriented language features. We
occasionally refer to Java for illustrative purposes.
5.2.1 Preliminaries
Type Graph
A type graph models classes and their relationships in a program written in an object-
oriented (OO) language. In an OO-program, a type can either be a class, a primitive
(boolean, integer, float, etc.) or an array with its component either an array, a primitive
or a class. There are two kinds of relationships. First, direct subtype relationships
between pairs of classes. Second, those between container classes and the type of their
components. We omit primitives from the type graph as they do not have any outgoing
edges. The formal definition of a type graph is as follows:
Definition 5.2.1 (Type Graph). The type graph of a program is a directed labelled
graph 〈T,E〉 where
• T is a set of vertices representing classes and arrays of classes that occur in the
program, we represent vertices using their class name, with the suffix [ ] for array
types as usual. We identify those names with the respective vertices from now
on.
• E ⊆ T × T are the graph edges. We consider edges of two kinds, i.e., E =
Esubtype∪ Eassoc , representing subtype and association relationships, respectively.
Subtype relationships are the reflexive, transitive closure of the direct subtype
relation.
Subtype edges between vertices represent subtype relationships. The particular
rules differ between languages, for Java, they are defined in the Java language specifica-
tion [79, sect 4.10]. We use the simplified notion “B is subtype of A” to say that there is
a path consisting of subtype edges linking A to B. That is, the edge (A→ B) ∈ Esubtype.
If C ∈ T is either representing an array, or a class that is a subtype of a container type
(such as Java’s java.util.Collection) , then we call C a container type. If a con-
tainer type is an array A[] then A is called the component type of the container. If the
language supports the declaration of component types for container types, using some
mechanism like Java’s generics [79, sect. 8.1.2], C<A>, then A is called the component
type of C.
Association edges represent the relationships between container types and their
respective component types. Note that we only model one-to-many relationships here.
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Points-To Graph
As discussed in Section 2.4.1 of Chapter 2 a points-to graph models memory during
program executions. For this analysis we use a field-sensitive points-to analysis as
described by the following definition of the points-to graph. Object abstractions (i.e.,
object allocation statements in the program) and program variables are represented
by vertices. Assignment statements, field or array stores and loads are represented
by edges. Such statements define the flow of values in the program being represented
(flows through program variables or heap memory).
Definition 5.2.2 (Points-to Graph). The points-to graph of a program is a directed
labelled bipartite graph 〈O, V,Ealloc, Eassign, Eload, Estore〉 where
• V is the set of vertices representing the variables in the program
• O is the set vertices representing object allocation sites in the program
• Ealloc ⊆ O × V is a set of allocation edges, modelling memory allocation
• Eassign ⊆ V × V , a set of assignment edges modelling variable assignment
• Eload ⊆ V × V , a set of field load edges modelling field loads, labelled with the
respective field name
• Estore ⊆ V × V , a set of field store edges modelling field stores, labelled with the
respective field name
Array access can be modelled similarly to field access. An array can be viewed as
an object with its indices as fields.
Given a points-to graph, the objective of a points-to analysis is to infer additional
flowsTo edges EflowsTo ⊆ O×V describing the relationship between abstract values and
variables pointing to them 4. This is a computationally complex problem, usually solved
by computing context-free language (CFL) reachability via a fixpoint algorithm [173,
57].
One of the main uses of the points-to graph is alias analysis. Two variable vertices
v1, v2 alias if there is an object vertex o ∈ O and paths consisting of flowsTo edges
from o to both variable vertices v1 and v2. Aliasing means that both variables can point
to the same memory location. Furthermore, this can be used to define a heap access
path between variables. A heap access path between v1 and v2 consists of a sequence
of load edges where the destination (sink) of an edge in the sequence aliases with the
source of the next edge, v1 is the source of the first and v2 the destination of the last
edge in the sequence. This models (nested) field access in a programming language, i.e.
4Sometimes, the reverse points-to edges are inferred.
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statements like foo.f.g. By accounting for aliases, this also covers field access with
intermediate variables, in programs like x = foo.f; x.g;.
Call Graph
A call graph statically models the interprocedural calling (invocation) behaviour of a
program. Methods are represented by vertices and interprocedural calls by edges.
Definition 5.2.3 (Call graph). The call graph of a program is a directed graph 〈M, I〉
where
• M is the set of methods in the program
• I ⊆ M ×M is a set of edges, (m→ n) ∈ I means that method m has a call site
with an invocation of n.
A call graph can be constructed by analysing invocation instructions found in pro-
gram code. To model runtime behaviour in languages with dynamic dispatch, additional
edges must be inferred (devirtualisation). There are various algorithms available for
this purpose differing in their precision and efficiency (e.g. CHA, VTA)[179] as dis-
cussed in section 2.4.1. As our model also uses points-to information it is convenient
to use on-the-fly call graph construction which computes both simultaneously.
Cross-Referencing Graphs
The three models defined above are widely used in static program analysis. In practice,
they are often combined as on-the-fly call graph construction requires information about
the type hierarchy. There are certain relationships between these models we will exploit
in the analysis.
Firstly, for a given method m, the variables in the points-to graph include the
return value and the parameters of this method. We denote the parameters, including
the receiver of an invocation (in Java, the this reference), as param(m) ⊆ V . Secondly,
call graph vertices can be associated with type graph vertices via the types that define
those methods. We refer to those types as the owner of a method m, owner(m) ∈ T .
Finally, allocation vertices o ∈ O in the points-to graph can be associated with the
types they instantiate, type(o) ∈ T .
5.2.2 Analysis Specification
Topologies
Given a type graph 〈T,E〉, we describe an instance of composite as a mapping between
the two roles in the composite design pattern [71] and actual types that occur in the
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program5.
Definition 5.2.4 (Topology). Given a type graph TG = 〈T,E〉, a composite is a
mapping {cont, comp} → TG such that the following two conditions are satisfied:
• (composite(cont), composite(comp)) ∈ Eassoc
• (composite(comp), composite(cont)) ∈ Esubtype
Traversals
We define a traversal as the presence of a recursive invocation in the call graph with a
heap access path from a field of a composite to an argument of the recursive call.
Definition 5.2.5 (Traversal). Given the type graph TG = 〈T,E〉, the call graph CG =
〈M, I〉 and the points-to graph PG = 〈V,O,Ealloc, Eassign, Eload, Estore〉, a traversal is
a configuration of vertices and edges in CG and PG such that:
• m ∈M is recursive in CG, i.e. CG contains a path connecting m to itself
• there is a composite c and c(comp) ∈ param(m)
• there is a heap access path in PG from that parameter v ∈ param(m) to itself
Triggers
We define a trigger as the presence of a method that instantiates a composite through
a chain of method invocations. Once the composite is instantiated it would also trigger
the recursive traversal with the composite as an argument.
Definition 5.2.6 (Trigger). Given a call graph CG = 〈M, I〉, a trigger is a method
trigger ∈ M in the call graph that is reachable from a program entry point ep ∈ M .
There must also be a path in the CG from the trigger to a traversal method with the
instantiated composite as an argument.
5.3 Methodology
5.3.1 Approach
The approach focusses on first running the static analysis to detect the TTT patterns
in Java parser libraries, then using the analysis results to inform the construction of
payloads to exploit vulnerabilities, and finally using the payloads for non-Java parsers
5The cont role corresponds to the Container role in the design pattern, whereas the comp roles
corresponds to the Component role. We do not consider a particular leaf type.
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(e.g., C, Python, Rust, etc.) to detect if these parsers are also vulnerable. The pay-
loads were constructed manually using format specifications and source code indicated
by analysis results. The effort required to construct payloads varied across different
libraries, and this process is discussed in more detail in section 5.3.5.
5.3.2 Implementation
The analysis was implemented as an extension of Doop. Doop was selected for its
expressiveness and its support for implementing custom declarative analyses. The
underlying analyses in Doop compute points-to information and call graphs from an
input program. We chose the Soufflé Datalog engine [13] for compiling the Datalog
program, due to its performance [11].
Datalog programs are a natural way to express the graph-based algorithms [196]
used in the specification of the analysis. A Datalog program consists of recursive
relations expressed as rules and input facts. The computation is the monotonic logical
inference of these rules until a fixpoint is reached. For instance, a datalog rule: C(z, x) :
−A(x, y), B(y, z). means that if A(x, y) and B(y, z) are both true, then C(z, x) can be
inferred as an additional fact. Datalog-based formulations of static analyses have been
used successfully in bug and vulnerability detection [81, 107, 162].
In the Doop formulation, a rule, A(v1 : V, ..., vn : V) has variables which take
values from a particular domain, which consist of variables, V; object values (a value
in the program is an abstraction that represents an object allocation site, e.g. a = new
Object()) O; method invocations, I; types, T; methods, M; and numbers, N. The
primary result of the core analysis is a conservative approximation of the program’s
call graph and the values that a program variable may point to. We extended this with
custom rules that were specified in the analysis.
Doop extracts facts from the input program using Soot [188]. The fact extraction
does not include type parameters in field declarations, which are required to establish
subtype relationships. We performed a bytecode pre-analysis to extract these additional
facts, which are then imported during the execution of the analysis.
The datalog code for the analysis is in Listings 5.2- 5.4. Listing 5.2 defines com-
posites that use the definitions for one-to-many types from Listing 5.3. Listing 5.4
defines rules for traversals and triggers. These rules refer to facts in the relations
FieldParamType, FieldName, FieldExtractedType, and Reachable.
FieldParamType(type, field, type p), specifies that field, in the declared type,
type, has a type parameter of type type p. This models fields that are of a generic
type with type arguments. For example, if a field is declared as List<T> lst, T is
the type argument for the List type for the field named lst. FieldName(signature,
field name) specifies the string, field name extracted from the signature. In the rule
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FieldExtractedType(type, signature), if a field with signature is an array type,
type identifies its component type. If there is a path in the points-to-graph from vari-
ables v 1 to v 2 this fact is in HeapFlow(v 1, v 2). In the rule, Reachable(m), the
method m is reachable from the EntryPoint for the program.
The datalog for modelling the composite pattern is captured in the relation, Composite−
(container : T, component : T) in Listing 5.2, the relation has two variables that both
belong to the domain of types. This rule corresponds to the definition in section 5.2.2.
Composite(container , component) :-
OneToManyType(container , component),
SubtypeOf(container , component).
Listing 5.2: Composite rule in Datalog
OneToManyType(type , type_leaf) :-
FieldDeclaringType(signature , type),
FieldExtractedType(type_leaf , signature).




FieldParamType(type_field , field_name , type_leaf),
FieldName(signature , field_name).




FieldParamType(type_field , field_name , type_leaf),
FieldName(signature , field_name).
Listing 5.3: Rules for one-to-many types
The Composite rule uses the OneToManyType rule that defines a type which can
contain types that are subtypes of itself (first rule in Listing 5.3). Containment, which
is defined by the two other OneToManyType rules, is a type having an array type field
or container type field.




Flow(from , to) :-
LoadField(from , to , field);
LoadArray(from , to , index).




HeapFlow(from , to) :-
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HeapFlow(f, to),
Flow(from , f).
DirectRecursiveThis(container , method_from , invocation , base) :-
Composite(container , component),
MethodDeclaringType(method_from , container),





DirectRecursiveParameter }(actual , type_parameter , method , invocation) :-
Invocation(invocation , method , method),
FormalParam(i, method , parameter),
VariableType(parameter , type_parameter),




DirectThisTriggered(invocation , base) :-




DirectParamTriggered(invocation , actual) :-





Listing 5.4: Rules for traversals and triggers
5.3.3 Selecting Libraries for Analysis
We evaluated the analysis on a set of 16 widely used Java parser libraries for different
data formats (Table 5.1). These popular libraries are known to parse external data
formats, and are therefore prone to the vulnerabilities we study. These libraries process
data used in messaging, object serialisation and document representation, represented
in various text and binary formats. We covered libraries for parsing or processing XML,
JSON and YAML, PDF and external DSLs. These libraries are the standard and most
widely used ones available for Java. Table 5.1 also contains usage data showing how
many Maven artefacts depend on these libraries. This provides some indication of the
impact vulnerabilities in these libraries have, based on usage statistics6.
6Maven usage statistics (obtained on 12 Feb. 2020).
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Table 5.1: Java libraries for analysis
Library Input Format Version Usage
batik SVG 1.1 115
gson JSON 2.8.5 11,900
jackson JSON 2.9.8 6,829
jettison JSON 1.4.0 753
jfxrt Java Image IO 1.8 N/A
mongo BSON 3.9.1 1,048
mvel2 MVEL2 2.4.3 395
ognl OGNL 3.2.10 339
pdfbox PDF 2.0.12 403
pdfxstream PDF 3.7.0 N/A
protobuf Protocol 3.6.1 2,407
sanselan Images 0.97 52
snakeyaml YAML 1.23 1,962
stringtemplate StringTemplate 3.2 270
xbean SOAP/XMLBean 3.0.2 632
xstream XStream 1.4.11.1 1,711
After analysing these 16 libraries, we proceeded to evaluate whether libraries for
other languages, shown in Table 5.2, were vulnerable, using the payloads constructed.
These libraries were selected based on availability and popularity. librsvg is used in
the GNOME desktop7, Ghostscript is widely deployed and used for processing PDFs, a
popular vector-based illustration software - Inkscape uses librsvg and cairo8. Inkscape
9 is also used by ImageMagick for SVG processing. We looked at solutions for sanitis-
ing SVG files, and found that svg-sanitizer is the most widely used (e.g. WordPress,
drupal).
5.3.4 Triggers or Entry Points
Identifying a trigger is a manual step that requires domain knowledge of the library
under analysis. For example, a trigger for a data serialisation format could potentially
be the deserialise method, which can be executed after the serialised format is read
from disk. For image formats this could be the rasterisation or conversion process that
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Table 5.2: Non-Java libraries investigated
Library Language Input Format Version
Qt C++ SVG 5.14.1
librsvg Rust SVG 2.46
PDFtk GCJ PDF 2.0.2
qpdf C++ PDF 9.1.1
PDFium C++ PDF N/A
ghostscript PostScript PDF 9.25
svg-sanitizer PHP SVG 0.13.2
resvg Rust SVG 0.8.0
cairosvg Python SVG 2.4.2
Some libraries have command line interfaces which initiate calls to the trigger meth-
ods. For instance, Apache PDFBox. In the case where we analysed libraries without
command line interfaces, a driver was required as an entry point for the input program
for the pointer/call graph analysis. We have written custom drivers for libraries that
are not bundled with a command line interface. The driver provides an entry point
as well as a facility to interact with the library’s API. In the case of SnakeYAML, the
driver consists of statements to instantiate the parser and load a file as shown in List-
ing 5.5. Only MVEL2, PDFBox, Batik and PDFxStream come with built-in command




public class Main {
public static void main(String [] args) {
Yaml yaml = new Yaml(new SafeConstructor ());
Object obj = new Object ();
String output = yaml.dump(obj);
Object y = yaml.load(output);
}
}
Listing 5.5: Driver for SnakeYAML
5.3.5 Evaluation
Static Analysis
The experiments were performed on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU @ 3.20GHz
with 64GB of RAM on Linux Ubuntu 18.04.3. Doop10 was run using the Java 8
10Doop version built from commit: https://bitbucket.org/yanniss/doop/commits/
ba731a63c90e94f9e94afca39ff15c5082bf868d
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platform as implemented in Oracle’s version 8 of the JDK (build 1.8.0 221-b11). We
used the following options for the analysis:
• analysis: -a context-insensitive
• main class: -main option was used with the driver class as an argument.
For each project, we extracted additional facts for type parameters for the fields in
each class of the input library, and then executed Doop with custom rules to compute:
• Composites (i.e., facts instantiating the Composite rule).
• Recursive methods (direct and indirect).
• Heap flows to refine the list of recursive methods, i.e. an object that is of com-
posite type must flow to the parameter of a recursive method.
• Methods with heap flows from the previous step, and that are reachable via the
entry point.
There are some limitations of the static analysis that degrade precision and re-
call. With regard to precision, we did not use a more precise context-sensitive pointer
analysis on Doop for performance reasons, as Doop timed-out while analysing two
libraries with the analysis options set to: 2-object-sensitive+heap and the timeout
at 90 minutes. The analysis could be boosted further by (1) adding more precision
to the analysis, such as ruling out false positives by means of symbolic execution [8],
or (2) by discovering more true positives automatically, e.g. by using fuzzing [75].
Both approaches are interesting topics for future research. Regarding recall, we expect
that we miss potential vulnerabilties due to the presence of dynamic language features
[106, 177]. We are aware of at least one related vulnerability that uses reflection (i.e.,
Pufferfish [58]). The obvious way to boost this is to either run a static analysis with
full reflection support [168] (which we decided not to use due to the costly performance
overhead that comes with it), or to run Doop in hybrid mode with a dynamic pre-
analysis [82] (or Soot with Tamiflex [27]), which however relies on the availability of a
suitable driver.
Manual Evaluation of Analysis Results
At the end of the static analysis we find a set of candidate instances, i.e. bindings
of the concepts used in TTT to concrete artefacts within the program under analysis.
However, these may contain false positives as the malicious computation is effectively
prevented by some program logic. While we cannot accurately eliminate false positives,
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Figure 5.2: Workflow for manual evaluation of results
we conducted a manual step to identify true positives, by constructing payloads that
expose the respective vulnerability.
We depict the systematic process that was followed in evaluating the results of
the analysis in Figure 5.2. The first step was identifying a driver for the parser. In
some cases we created the driver, as mentioned earlier. This involved identifying the
trigger for initiating the recursive operation over the parsed structure. The next step
was obtaining the results of the analysis, the list of recursive methods and composites
and then matching the API of the composite and method to the grammar. There is
work to automate this process in fuzzing grammars [90]. We then constructed an input
to match with the portion of the grammar identified against the candidate API and
executed the program with this input. If the execution succeeded we could determine
whether or not the program’s performance is sensitive to the structure of the input. If
so, we had succeeded in constructing a potential payload. If this was not the case, we
attempted to debug and identify a refactoring to the input that changes the behaviour.
If there were no potential refactorings we ended the inspection.
In summary, the manual effort consisted of inspection of the program’s source code,
debugging and reviewing specifications against the implementation for the particular
parser library.
The analysis found a list of methods with potential vulnerabilities. These may not
always correspond to actual vulnerabilities if the program guards against invocations of
the respective traversal methods and parameters triggering the traversal (for instance,
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check if all elements only have a single parent.)
Table 5.3 shows a summary of the outcomes of the experiment, including the anal-
ysis run times for the 16 libraries. Methods and composites from the library and their
dependencies are shown. The Topology column lists all composite types in the library.
The Methods (Recursive) column lists all direct recursive methods. The Methods
(Composite) column lists only those methods that have a composite type as a param-
eter. From these methods, the Traversal column lists methods that have a value flow
within the composite field to the recursive callsite. The Trigger column lists reachable
traversals for the identified topologies.
5.4 Results and Discussion
Table 5.3 lists the results of the analysis for direct recursion along with composites.
The final column, which lists reachable traversals that are candidates for potential vul-
nerabilities. We used the inputs created from the investigation to detect vulnerabilities
in non-Java libraries. In the following sections, we discuss some of the vulnerabilities
detected in more detail.
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5.4.1 PDF Vulnerabilities
The analysis detected 11 reachable traversals that recurse on a parameter in the PDF-
Box library. From these results, a vulnerability was confirmed in Apache PDFBox, the
most used Java PDF library in the Maven repository11.
public class COSDictionary extends COSBase
{
// The name -value pairs of this dictionary .
protected Map <COSName , COSBase > items =






Set <COSObject > set)
{
// check for kids
COSBase kids =
pagesDict.getDictionaryObject(COSName.KIDS);
int numberOfPages = 0;
COSArray kidsArray = (COSArray) kids;
List <? extends COSBase > kidsList =
kidsArray.toList ();
for (COSBase kid : kidsList)
{















Listing 5.6: Composite and recursion for PDFBox
The PDF document format, Carousel Object Structure (COS), is described in the
PDF Reference [138]. It supports basic types such as booleans, integers, real numbers,
strings, names and more crucially, arrays and dictionaries. The particular compos-
ite topology in the library consists of COSDictionary as the container and COSBase
(shown in Listing 5.6) as the component where the children are stored in an object that
implements the Map interface.
The recursive method that traverses this structure is checkPagesDictionary(COS-
Dictionary pagesDict) defined in org.apache.pdfbox.pdfparser.COSParser, which
11https://mvnrepository.com/
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is invoked when the PDF file is parsed. The only constraint in the path condition from
the entry into the method to the recursive call is the presence of child objects that are
of the type COSName.PAGES.
Manual inspection of the source code and the PDF specification [138] revealed
that the root of a PDF document, the catalog, points to a dictionary referred to as
a Page Tree, which can in turn refer to another Page Tree. This structure parses to
a COSDictionary composite and we can craft a PDF document that parses into an
object graph with the many-to-many pattern.
Passing the crafted PDF to the application revealed that it can result in attacks on
responsiveness and disk space as the application can also be used to convert the pages
in a PDF to disk as images. The issue was reported and it has been accepted with the
identifier CVE-2018-11797.
The same PDF document was used to confirm the vulnerability in PDFxStream
(CVE-2019-17063), and it also revealed the same vulnerability in PDFtk12, the PDF
toolkit. They both use a HashMap to store the COS structure, which in principle makes
a DoS attack possible as in SerialDoS.
We also tested the PDF document on Ghostscript [73], a PostScript and PDF inter-
preter. Using the crafted PDF as an input to Ghostscript resulted in DoS. This bug was
accepted as a security vulnerability (CVE-2018-19478). The PDF parser in Ghostscript
is implemented in PostScript and the traversal of the COS was for an entirely differ-
ent purpose when compared to the previous cases, which was to detect cycles in the
Page Tree that had caused a security vulnerability in Ghostscript. This suggests that
traversals of the form that we have studied occur across multiple languages.
5.4.2 Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) Vulnerability
SVG [181] is an XML-based vector format for two-dimensional graphics with support for
interactivity and animation. It is supported by all browsers and is used in illustration
programs such as Adobe Illustrator and Inkscape. SVG is processed by the Batik
library (the de facto standard for SVG processing in Java). The analysis reported 34
reachable traversals for the library. One particular composite topology in the library
consists of Node (shown in Listing 5.7) as the container with children or parents of the
same type.
The recursive method that traverses this structure is String getCascadedXMLBase
(Node node) defined in org.apache.batik.anim.dom.SVGOMElement, which is invoked
when the SVG file is parsed. The only constraint in the path condition from the entry
into the method to the recursive call is the presence of child objects that are of the
same node type as the passed parameter (i.e. XML element nodes).
12https://www.pdflabs.com/tools/pdftk-the-pdf-toolkit/
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public interface Node {
...
public Node getParentNode ();
...
}
protected String getCascadedXMLBase(Node node) {
String base = null;
Node n = node.getParentNode ();
while (n != null) {







Listing 5.7: Composite and recursion for batik
Any SVG graphics element is potentially a template object that can be re-used (i.e.,
instanced) in the SVG document via a <use> element. The <use> element references
another element and indicates that the graphical contents of that element is included/-
drawn at that given point in the document. The <g> element can be used to specify
a grouped container of elements. The <g> element in conjunction with the <use> ele-
ment can be used to construct a nested structure to trigger the detected vulnerability.
The <use> element can also be used to construct the SVG version for SerialDoS as
shown in Listing 5.8. We based the SVG file on this ability to nest references using
<g> and <use> elements. There is an additional way to reference elements, as shown
in Listing 5.9, which uses the pattern tag and its fill attribute set to a url function









Listing 5.8: Nested references in SVG
<pattern id="h" ... >
<rect fill="url(#g)" stroke="green" />
Listing 5.9: References with use() function in SVG
The same SVG document was used to verify vulnerabilities in web browsers, and
a core Linux SVG rendering library (librsvg13). We reported the issue for librsvg,
which was fixed by the vendor and a CVE was obtained (CVE-2019-20446). We found
13https://wiki.gnome.org/action/show/Projects/LibRsvg
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the crafted file to impact all tested browsers (e.g. Mozilla Firefox (version 73.0),
Google Chrome (Version 77.0.3865.120, Official Build) by excessively consuming re-
sources (memory and CPU) for Firefox and crashing the active browser tab in Chrome.
This can be used by malicious parties to craft client-DoS for websites that allow links
to SVG code in user input (e.g. Markdown with links to external SVG files in user
comments). We confirmed this observation for the StackOverflow14 Q&A platform,
GitLab15 and GitHub16 issue trackers. The impact on these services is that they can
render the page inaccessible to users if it has malicious SVG content. We also considered
svg-sanitizer17, which performs server-side sanitization of SVG content. On passing the
crafted SVG file as input, svg-sanitizer, entered a non-terminating computation. This
is an example of a mitigation measure becoming an attack surface. It is available as a
plugin for WordPress and Drupal, and using vulnerable versions of the plugin can be
make the services susceptible to DoS attacks.
5.4.3 YAML Vulnerability
YAML is a popular and widely used (human readable) serialisation language for data
interchange and application configuration. It supports primitives and common data
structures such as maps and lists [195]. We looked at the SnakeYAML library in Java
and the analysis reported three reachable traversals, one of which is shown in Listing
5.10. The composite is MappingNode with a list of NodeTuple as children that can
potentially have the same type as the parent. The analysis shows a flow from the list
to the first parameter at the highlighted recursive call site.
public class MappingNode extends CollectionNode <NodeTuple > {
private List <NodeTuple > value;
...
}
private List <NodeTuple > mergeNode(MappingNode node , boolean isPreffered ,
Map <Object , Integer > key2index , List <NodeTuple > values) {
Iterator <NodeTuple > iter = node.getValue ().iterator ();
while (iter.hasNext ()) {
final NodeTuple nodeTuple = iter.next();
final Node keyNode = nodeTuple.getKeyNode ();
final Node valueNode = nodeTuple.getValueNode ();
if (keyNode.getTag ().equals(Tag.MERGE)) {
iter.remove ();
switch (valueNode.getNodeId ()) {
case mapping:
MappingNode mn = (MappingNode) valueNode;
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}
Listing 5.10: Composite and recursion for SnakeYAML
The code in Listing 5.10 is the implementation of the << merge key feature in
YAML, which is used to indicate that all the keys of one or more specified maps should
be inserted into the current map. If the value associated with the key is a single map,
each of its key/value pairs is inserted into the current map, unless the key already exists
in it. If the value associated with the merge key is a sequence, then this sequence is
expected to contain multiple maps and each of these are merged in order. Listing 5.11
shows the use of of YAML merge as well as the use of YAML aliases in constructing









{ << { << { key: value} } }
Listing 5.11: Merging map keys in YAML
We created a YAML file with nested merges and nested lists with aliases forming
the topology, and passed the file as input to the SnakeYAML driver to confirm that it
crashed from stack exhaustion for the nested merges case, and entered a long-running
computation for nested lists. Consequently, this issue has been reported to the vendor.
In a recent release a feature has been added to the library to optionally disable alias
processing.
5.5 Performance Measurements
In order to study the performance characteristics of these vulnerabilities, we created
a benchmark based setup to create and parse SVG, PDF and YAML documents with
different nesting depths in the document structure. We wrote a driver to parse these
documents with the Apache Batik, PDFBox and SnakeYaml libraries, and executed
them to measure the runtime and memory allocation of the parser using JMH [93],
with five warm up iterations and five measurement iterations. We measured average
running time, and used a memory profiler to show memory allocation rates.
The size of the inputs, in bytes, against the depth of the structure is shown in
Fig. 5.3. The results for resource usage are shown in Fig. 5.4 and 5.5. The measure-
ments depict exponential increases over resource consumption, both time and memory,
as the depth increases linearly for the SVG and PDF inputs. For YAML, only time
consumed grows exponentially as the recursive method is not resource-monotonic.






































































Figure 5.5: Memory performance for documents with different depths
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5.6 Limitations
Our implementation of the topology (composite) pattern is based on standard container
types available in the standard library of the language. Hence, we may miss custom data
structures or non-standard containers with many-to-many relationships (e.g., pairs,
data structures for binary trees). But the usage of such custom containers is uncommon
in Java programs due to a focus on reuse, the availability of a mature standard library
and the fact that third-party libraries that provide extra container data structures
(e.g., google guava, apache-commons) use the same standard library interfaces, and
are therefore supported by the analysis. The analysis is applicable to any external
data format that is parsed to composite structures and uses recursive functions for
traversals, however the manual construction of exploits is simpler for text-based formats
and formats where the task of understanding of an implementation is well-informed by
a specification.
5.7 Conclusion
We presented an approach to classify and detect a class of DoS vulnerabilities in parsing
data structures. We evaluated this approach on a set of 16 Java parser libraries, with
a Datalog-based formulation of a static analysis, using the Doop analysis framework
for Java. The results revealed four new vulnerabilities in widely used Java PDF, SVG
and YAML libraries. A further evaluation also revealed seven more vulnerabilities in
parser libraries for Rust, PHP, C++ and PostScript. From these reports, we have ob-
tained four CVEs and reported a total of 11 security issues to vendors (7 of which have
been accepted). The results confirm that a lightweight static analysis can be useful in
uncovering vulnerabilities that belong to this class.
Chapter 6
Non-Java Languages
We have seen DoS vulnerabilities based on serialisation in the Java programming lan-
guage, and we now seek to investigate the case for other programming languages. The
focal point of the investigation is YAML, a widely used data serialisation language,
which enables us to study parsers in multiple languages using a common format. From
among the other options, i.e., JSON and XML, JSON is not as expressive, and XML
parser vulnerabilities have already been studied. Further, YAML injection vulnerabil-
ities have been reported but DoS vulnerabilities have not received as much attention.
Another reason for choosing YAML is that it is a common format that is popular
for application configuration, data exchange and it is supported in most widely-used
programming languages.
Language-agnostic deserialisation formats such as YAML, JSON and XML are gen-
erally seen as safe choices. Among these formats, YAML (YAML Ain’t Markup Lan-
guage) [195] is widely used in data interchange, serialisation, and application/environ-
ment configuration. YAML is essentially a superset of JSON [94], with a lightweight
syntax that is optimised for human readability and hand-editing. It has a type sys-
tem comprised of scalars (numbers, strings and booleans) and collections (lists and
maps.) Furthermore, it can support arbitrary types from the parser library’s environ-
ment through “type tags”. YAML is a cornerstone in IT environments, where automa-
tion in development and deployment is largely driven by configuration files1 that are
either in YAML or JSON format. Examples of its use in this setting are for specifying
APIs according to the OpenAPI specification [127], Continuous Integration/Delivery
(CI/CD) scripts, and describing cloud infrastructure as in Amazon’s AWS CloudFor-
mation templates [18].
Given its ubiquity, it is desirable that parsing YAML is safe and secure. However,
this is not the case. Several remote code execution vulnerabilities in deserialising YAML
data have been reported since 2013 for multiple languages, e.g. CVE-2018-13043 [146]
1https://www.theregister.co.uk/2018/11/19/popular_programming_language_yaml/
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and CVE-2017-18342 [147]. Remote code execution vulnerabilities in YAML parsing
libraries have affected several applications, examples being Swagger, Apache Brooklyn
and Apache Camel [182] that use the SnakeYAML library [170]. The prevailing advice2
is to use the safe load feature in these libraries, as unsafe loading can be used to
instantiate types with data from YAML input using its tag feature. Safe load limits
the classes that are deserialised to the basic types available in YAML and rejects user-
defined types from being deserialised.
DoS attacks have been extensively studied for XML parsers [171], in particular,
vulnerabilities that result in exponential or quadratic blowups in resource usage while
parsing input. There has been less attention on DoS attacks on YAML parsers.
We study DoS vulnerabilities for 14 YAML processing libraries (listed in Table 6.2)
for ten of the most widely-used languages, including PHP, Java and JavaScript. As a
result of this study we have discovered seven previously unknown vulnerabilities that
can be used to launch DoS attacks on applications that use these YAML libraries. We
have also made the results of this work reproducible in a public repository3.
We begin with a basic introduction to YAML. We examine the characteristics of
the DoS vulnerabilities in this study and then evaluate YAML libraries and discuss the
results of the evaluation.
6.1 YAML Basics
In this section we will cover YAML features, as documented in the YAML specification
[195], that are relevant to the vulnerabilities in this study. YAML is a superset of
JSON, both of which are human readable data interchange formats. While JSON’s
foremost priority is simplicity, YAML attempts to be more human readable by relying
on white space for structure, and it supports a richer information model by allowing
application defined types and object references.
6.1.1 Types
YAML data structures can be built with three basic primitives: a mapping - hash-
es/dictionaries that are unordered association of unique key to value mappings; a se-
quence - arrays/lists that are ordered; and scalars - numbers, strings, date/timestamps,
booleans and null. These primitive types map to similar structures common in script-
ing languages such as Perl, Python, PHP, Ruby, and JavaScript. Repeated objects can
be identified at the first occurrence by a named anchor and subsequently referenced
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are referred to as schemas. The “Failsafe” schema, as described in the specification
[195], supports only sequences, maps and strings. The JSON schema offers maximum
support for JSON. A YAML library can also implement a language-specific schema,
with tags for the language’s standard or user-defined types.
6.1.2 Syntax
YAML uses indentation (block style) or explicit JSON-like syntax (flow style) to denote
structure. In block style, hierarchy in the document structure is determined using
indentation (double spaces). In block style, sequences are separated by lines and each
item is prefixed by a dash. Mappings are represented similarly, with keys and values
separated by a colon. Mappings and sequences can be arbitrarily nested. The language
feature to reuse constructed object instances are anchors and aliases. Anchors which
name an element (a scalar, a mapping or a sequence) are written as &NAME where the
item identified by the string, NAME, can be referred to with the alias *NAME.
Another distinguishing feature of YAML, unlike JSON, is that it supports complex
mappings. Whereas JSON maps can only have numbers or strings as keys, YAML
maps can have keys of an arbitrary type such as a sequence, a mapping, or an alias. A
single YAML file can also contain multiple documents seperated by the marker ---.
Listing 6.1 shows an example YAML file, consisting of three documents separated
by ---. The first document is a single map with a complex key, which begins with
the syntactic marker “?”. The key [item1, item2] is a list that maps to the string
“value”. In the second document, var is an anchor for the string value “foo”, and the
second item is a nested list that refers to the same value with the alias *var. The
entire document in string form is [foo, [foo]]. While the previous examples use the
Failsafe schema, the third document is an example of a language specific schema with
a type tag for a Java class, com.example.Customer and parameters for its constructor.






6 - &var foo





Listing 6.1: Example YAML documents
Processing YAML involves three stages. In the case of loading a YAML file, these
are parsing the presentation stream, composing a representation graph and, finally,
constructing native data structures from the YAML representation.
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6.2 DoS Vulnerabilities
In the scope of libraries that process YAML, we look for methods that can be trig-
gered while the parsed YAML structure is being converted to native data types and
that can then exhaust resources during this conversion. The vulnerabilities have the
characteristics discussed earlier in Chapter 3.
Maps are often implemented as hash tables. Since YAML supports complex keys,
i.e., keys that are types other than plain numbers and strings, the conversion from
YAML to the maps must trigger the computation of hash values for lists or maps that
are used as keys. These computations can involve the recursive traversal of elements
within them. For example, the hash value of a list may be computed based on the hash
values of its elements.
In the example in Listing 6.2, the key is a list with a sole element that is a reference
to itself. As the hash computation can be recursive on the elements in the list, the call
tree for this computation is an infinite chain of method invocations that abnormally






6 - - *id001
7 : value
Listing 6.2: Loops and cycles in list as key
Listing 6.3 is the YAML equivalent of XML “billion laughs” implemented as nested
lists. A similar expansion of the structure to a string will occur when it is stringified
(e.g. using the toString() method in Java.)
For clarity, we ignore internal structure within the objects in their language-specific
implementations. In this case, the depth of this structure is two. Note the number of
objects created is seven, which is the two strings, the two lists enclosing them, the two
inner lists and the outer list.
When the list is converted to a string by triggering the outer list’s toString()
method, it sets off a recursive call to toString() on each of its children in the object
graph. As discussed in Chapter 3, DoS vulnerabilities, the number of invocations is
exponential in depth of the object graph. The first snippet, nested to a depth of two,
expands to the list [[[lol], [lol]], [[lol], [lol]]] if the list is converted to a
string. At depth three it doubles in size to [[[[lol], [lol]], [[lol], [lol]]],
[[[lol], [lol]], [[lol], [lol]]]].
In the second document in the listing, the nested list is used as a complex key with
the value “value”. As the insertion of the value into the map by the parser will require
computing the hash value for the nested list, it will trigger the hash function on the
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outer list. The rest of the invocations are similar to the analysis for stringification.
The notable difference is that the computation does not result in memory exhaustion
because, unlike the string computation which concatenates and expands the string with
each invocation, the accumulated hash value is a fixed size integer.
A additional but key requirement is that the depth of the object graph must be




3 - &id3A [lol]






10 ? - &id2A
11 - &id3A [lol]
















Figure 6.1: Graph representation of list
.
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Table 6.1: Character count for test vectors
Loop Cycle Nested lists
Test vectors 1 (as key in map) 24 26 12,182
Test vectors 2 (as value in map) 21 23 11,783
Test vectors 3 (as element in list) 20 22 12,174
6.3 Experimental Setup
The experiment was conducted on an Intel i5 2.40 GHz machine with 16GB memory
and Linux Ubuntu 18.04.1, within a Docker container to improve reproducibility. We
generated test vectors and wrote drivers programs for each library, then the drivers
were executed against each of the test vectors. Each execution was set to timeout after
two minutes, and the exit code was recorded. Cases where the exit code was non-zero,
i.e., the execution either timed-out or failed, were examined in more detail to determine
the behaviour of the library.
6.3.1 Test Vectors
We created nine test vectors designed to trigger DoS attacks. The nine test vectors, as
listed in Table 6.1, are based on three structures where each structure is instantiated
with three patterns (pattern in key of a map, value of a map and as an element of a
list). The patterns are based on recursive data. The two recursive data patterns are
a list with a reference to itself constituting a loop; a list nested within another with a
reference to its parent forming a cycle. They are both implemented as in Listing 6.2.
The third is a deeply nested list as described in Section 6.2. The character counts listed
in the table show that each of the vectors are small at under ten kilobytes in file size
at most and hence, YAML libraries should be expected to parse them reasonably fast
(within seconds.) In the case of the deeply nested list, there are 98 references/aliases
in the test vectors. The nesting depth was set at 50, exercising care that the depth
would not exhaust the stack before triggering a potential long-running computation.
Exhausting the stack would result in an immediate stack overflow error whereas the
longer computation would have a bigger impact by targetting either memory or CPU
resources.
All nine data files for these test vectors were generated using the Java SnakeYAML
[170] library and the files were verified for correctness by parsing them with the LibYAML
parser for C [104], which is the YAML reference parser implementation that forms the
basis for many YAML libraries (e.g. Python YAML [152], Rust Yaml [157].)
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Table 6.2: Analysed libraries
Language Library Version Lang. version
JavaScript js-yaml 3.12.1 NodeJS 8.10.0
PHP php-yaml 2.0.4 PHP 7.2.15
Symfony Yaml 4.2.0
Python PyYAML 3.13 Python 3.6.7
ruamel.yaml 0.15.89
Dart yaml 2.1.15 Dart VM 2.1.1
C# YamlDotNet 5.2.1 Mono 4.6.2
Perl YAML:Syck 1.31 Perl 5, version 26
YAML::XS 0.76
YAML 1.27
Ruby psych 3.1.0 2.5.1
Java SnakeYAML 1.23 OpenJDK 1.8.0 191
Rust yaml-rust 0.4 Rust 1.32
Swift YamlSwift 3.4.3 4.2.3
6.3.2 Library Selection
We selected the YAML processing libraries from the list available at the official YAML
website4. We confirmed the popularity of the libraries on package management repos-
itories (e.g. NuGet5 for C#, npm6 for JavaScript and CPAN7 for Perl) to ensure that
these libraries were the most widely used in their respective language communities. If
multiple libraries exhibited similar popularity, such as in the case of Perl, we included
all of them. In some cases where data format parsers (e.g. Jackson for Java which de-
pends on SnakeYAML for parsing YAML) depended on a library that is already in the
list, we did not include it. We also excluded low level parser libraries such as LibYAML
[104] from the study, as our focus is only on libraries that parse and deserialise YAML
to their respective language’s native data types. We have also excluded libraries that
only perform type-specific deserialisation (e.g. serde-yaml [165] and go-yaml [80], for
Rust and the Go language.)
6.4 Results
Tables 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 lists a summary of the results from the experiment for the
test vectors, Loop, Cycle and Nested aliases. Success indicates the driver terminated
without errors, Timeout indicates that the driver timed-out after the threshold of two
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Table 6.3: Library exit codes for test vectors 1: structure as key in map
Library Loop Cycle Nested lists
JavaScript (Node) Success Success Error
PHP PECL Yaml Success Success Success
PHP Symfony Error Error Error
Python YAML Error Error Error
Python ruamel.yaml Success Error Error
Dart Stack overflow Stack overflow Timeout
C# Stack overflow Stack overflow Timeout
Perl Syck Error Error Success
Perl XS Success Success Success
Perl YAML Error Error Error
Ruby Success Success Timeout
Java Stack overflow Stack overflow Timeout
Rust Success Success Out of memory
Swift Error Error Timeout
and Out of memory indicates that the driver abnormally terminated from a failure to
allocate memory.
JavaScript
For the tests, the js-yaml [96] YAML library was executed in the NodeJS environment.
It failed on the nested structure as a key test with the error: RangeError: Invalid
string length in the Array.toString method. Further investigation revealed that js-
yaml converts keys (keys in the parsed YAML could be objects other than strings or
numbers) to strings, as JavaScript objects support only string and numeric values in
maps.
We investigated with nesting levels lower than 50, and with a structure of depth 30,
we were able to crash NodeJS with an out of memory error confirming that DoS via
memory exhaustion is possible for the library. The vulnerability has been reported to
the npm registry for JavaScript packages and it has been fixed8. We also reproduced
the same results on a browser (Google Chrome) with js-yaml.
PHP
The PHP Yaml Extension [144] succeeded in all the tests. Since PHP does not support
non-string/numeric keys in its primary data structure, associative arrays, we found that
it stringifies complex keys. In contrast to js-yaml ’s approach, instead of the full string
representation of the structure it uses PHP’s default serialisation format for the key.
As PHP’s serialisation supports internal references [143] [55] this results in a compact
8https://www.npmjs.com/advisories/788
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Table 6.4: Library exit codes for test vectors 2: structure as value in map
Library Loop Cycle Nested lists
JavaScript (Node) Success Success Success
PHP PECL Yaml Success Success Success
PHP Symfony Error Success Success
Python YAML Success Success Success
Python ruamel.yaml Success Success Success
Dart Success Success Success
C# Success Success Success
Perl Syck Success Success Success
Perl XS Success Success Success
Perl YAML Success Success Error
Ruby Success Success Success
Java Success Success Success
Rust Success Success Out of memory
Swift Error Error Error
Table 6.5: Library exit codes for test vectors 3: structure as item in list
Library Loop Cycle Nested lists
JavaScript (Node) Success Success Success
PHP PECL Yaml Success Success Success
PHP Symfony Error Success Success
Python YAML Success Success Success
Python ruamel.yaml Success Success Success
Dart Success Success Success
C# Success Success Success
Perl Syck Success Success Success
Perl XS Success Success Success
Perl YAML Success Success Error
Ruby Success Success Success
Java Success Success Success
Rust Success Success Out of memory
Swift Error Error Success
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representation if the key is a data structure that’s compatible with PHP. If so, the
compact key representation does not cause a time-out or memory exhaustion.
We experimented with variants of the YAML structure to create a new test vector
that results in exponential growth of the serialised representation and we were able to
cause memory exhaustion for the PHP YAML Extension. The key idea is to introduce
a list with multiple complex keys at each nesting level so that a composite key cannot
be built by one-off serialisation but instead serialisation must be invoked at inner levels.
E.g. {[{[a]: a}]: b} where the key is not a valid PHP structure and the inner key
must be serialised before the outer key. The second library, PHP Symfony [148], that
we studied does not support complex keys.
We have reported the issue for the PHP PECL Yaml and it has been accepted as a
security bug9, pending a CVE after a fix is available.
Python
Python does not support complex keys, as the language does not allow mutable struc-
tures such as lists and maps as keys in dictionaries. With this limitation, the Python
YAML libraries are not compliant with the YAML specification.
Dart
Dart successfully processes test vectors 2 and 3. On test vectors 1, structures as keys,
Dart throws stack overflow errors for keys that have cyclic references and it timed out
on the nested lists case.
C#
The results were similar to Dart. In the case of test vectors 1, the C# runtime exited
with a stack overflow for the recursive structures case, and timed out for nested lists
as a key.
Perl
The Perl XS [141] and Sycke [140] libraries use a fixed length string representation for
complex keys and do not cause DoS. Otherwise the errors were due to parsing issues.
Java
For test vectors 1, the Java driver reported a stack overflow for the recursive structures,
and timed out for the nested lists case on hash computation. We have reported the
9https://bugs.php.net/bug.php?id=77720
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bug and it has been accepted as an issue10 pending a fix.
Ruby
Ruby times out on test vectors 1/Nested lists while computing hashes. It does not
cause a stack overflow as hash computation returns a special constant if recursion is
detected.
Rust
The operating system kills Rust due to memory exhaustion for all three test vectors
for the nested lists case.
Swift
The Swift YAML library causes errors in all but one test. The errors are due to parsing
and for test vectors 1/Nested lists, it times out.
6.5 Discussion
Type-specific parsers and restrictions on YAML features offer a level of protection
in the case of some libraries, although type-specific deserialisation might also not be
completely impervious to attacks11. It can be difficult to strike a correct balance
between usability and security. Earlier DoS vulnerabilities, e.g. CVE-2012-1152 [145],
have been due to invalid input. Standard libraries could implement hash functions for
containers that use dynamic programming to avoid redundant computation of elements
within them.
In string serialisation (toString in Java and JavaScript) there is no check on the
unbounded accumulation of the string representation of nested data structures like Ar-
rays. In the .NET framework, collection classes do not override the ToString method12
from Object, making string serialisation impossible by default, and leaving it to users
to implement based on their specific use cases.
In the case of XML parsers, disabling inline document type definitions (DTD’s)
[178], which makes it impossible to define entities, is a protection against memory
exhaustion while parsing user-supplied XML. Another measure for XML is to limit the
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6.6 Native Serialisation in Other languages
In this section we investigate whether the vulnerabilities discussed above can be ported
to other languages. We included C# as a language that is conceptually close to Java. It
uses a similar type system and deployment model based on bytecode. We also looked
into the portability of the identified vulnerabilities to a popular dynamic language,
Ruby and a scripting language, JavaScript.
6.6.1 C#
We conducted experiments on both .NET 4.5 and Mono 4.6.1. The results were con-
sistent for both implementations.
.NET offers several serialisation mechanisms, including XML and binary serialisation.
.NET has separate generic and non-generic collections, the non-generic collection types
in the namespace System.Collections include Hashtable and ArrayList, while the
generic types in the namespace System.Collections.Generic include HashSet<T> and
LinkedList<T>. The methods to establish equality and compute the hash code of col-
lections are delegated to special comparer objects defined by the interface System.Col-
lections.IEqualityComparer and its generic counterpart. This facilitates the imple-
mentation of collections with alternative comparison semantics, such as identity maps.
Comparers are serialisable.
The deserialisation of Hashtable objects triggers the execution of HashCode() de-
fined in the comparer being used, and nested containers are supported by all collection
types and arrays. The behaviour of the hash calculation depends on the comparer being
used. From the comparers available in the standard library, HashSetEqualityComparator
used with nested (generic) hash sets did not exhibit the behaviour necessary to con-
struct a HashCode call chain down the nested containers. We believe that this is actu-
ally due to a bug in .NET, due to a broken contract between Equals and GetHashCode
in this class. This bug was reported and accepted13. However, constructing a non-
generic Hashtable with a StructuralEqualityComparer results in recursive calls to
HashCode() as expected, and can therefore be used to port the vulnerabilities. The
code is shown in Listings 6.4 and 6.5, respectively.
Unlike the Java implementation of collection types, ToString for containers is not
overridden. Therefore, we did not succeed in porting the vulnerability for an attack to
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6
7 public class SerialDOS {
8
9 public static void Main(){
10 // serialize
11 var outStream = new MemoryStream ();
12 var bf = new BinaryFormatter ();
13 bf.Serialize(outStream , payload ());
14 // deserialize
15 var inStream = new MemoryStream(outStream.ToArray ());
16 var deserializedObject = bf.Deserialize(inStream);
17 }
18
19 public static Object payload () {
20 var top = new object [2];
21 var comp = StructuralComparisons.StructuralEqualityComparer;
22 var root = new Hashtable(comp);
23 root.Add(top , "foo");
24 var s1 = top;
25 var s2 = new object [2];
26 for (int i = 0; i < 50; i++) {
27 var t1 = new object [2]; var t2 = new object [2];
28 s1[0] = t1; s1[1] = t2;
29 s2[0] = t1; s2[1] = t2;





Listing 6.4: .NET/C# SerialDOS
1 public static Object payload () {
2 var top = new object [1];
3 var comp = StructuralComparisons.StructuralEqualityComparer;
4 var root = new Hashtable(comp);
5 root.Add(top ,"");
6 top [0]= top;
7 return root;
8 }
Listing 6.5: .NET/C# Turtles all the way down (payload construction only)
6.6.2 Ruby and JavaScript
In collaboration with colleagues, we have also studied this class of DoS attacks with
recursive or cross-referencing data structures for Ruby and JavaScript. This is reported
in [58].
Ruby
In the case of Ruby, we evaluated MRI Ruby 2.0.0p648 and JRuby 9.1.6.0. Ruby
has several serialisation mechanisms in addition to YAML, such as Marshal and JSON.
Deserialisation of hash maps also triggers the execution of hash, and nested containers
are supported. In contrast to Java, hash is executed in a controlled environment that
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prevents recursion14. If recursion is detected, a special constant value is returned.
Another difference is that when containers are converted to strings using the Ruby
stringify method (to s) it does not concatenate elements to a larger string.
A similar, serialisation-related vulnerability was discovered and reported in 2013
[43]. Using this vulnerability it was possible to initiate a DoS attack by using a crafted
JSON document to create a large number of symbols which were never garbage col-
lected. In response to this, the garbage collector in newer versions of Ruby also collects
symbols15.
JavaScript
We evaluated JavaScript using the node.js v0.12.7 implementation. The version of
JavaScript that was widely supported at the time of the study, standardised as ECMA-
262, was 5 [59]. JavaScript provides a serialisation mechanism with the built-in JSON
object [59, sect.15.12]. JavaScript 5 has no explicit support for maps or similar data
structures in its type system [59, sect.8], and the Object type [59, sect.8.6] is used to
represent map-like structures. The consequence of this is that only strings are allowed
as keys in maps. JavaScript 6 adds support for proper maps that allow arbitrary
ECMAScript language values (including objects) as both keys and values [60, sect.23.1].
However, the JSON serialiser does not serialise maps. For instance, evaluating the script
in Listing 6.6 produces an empty string.
1 var map = new Map();
2 map.set(’foo’, 42);
3 var serMap = JSON.stringify(map);
4 // will output "{}"
5 console.log(serMap);
Listing 6.6: JavaScript 6 maps are not serialised
The semantics of JavaScript 6 maps is similar to identity maps in Java in the
sense that it is not based on user-defined equality [60, sect.7.2.10]. While the standard
stipulates that the “Map object must be implemented using either hash tables or other
mechanisms that, on average, provide access times that are sublinear on the number
of elements in the collection.” [60, sect.23.1]. Such a hash function would be an
implementation-specific system hash consistent with the built-in equality of objects.
Therefore, JavaScript 6 does not provide recursive hash functions that can be exploited.
The JSON serialisation mechanism can be customised by providing revivers (for
deserialisation) and replacers (for serialisation). Knowledge of specific revivers could
still be used to initiate DoS attacks.
14In JRuby, the crucial behaviour showing how recursion is controlled can be found in
org.jruby.runtime.Helpers, see goo.gl/xc5mMK
15https://www.ruby-lang.org/en/news/2014/12/25/ruby-2-2-0-released/
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There are several alternative serialisation mechanisms outside the standard. This in-
cludes the XMLSerializer that is part of the Mozilla JavaScript extensions16. However,
at the time of the study, this was not supported by any major web browser, including
Firefox. js-yaml is a popular library that supports the YAML format17. However, map
objects are currently not supported (in version 3.6.1) and attempts to serialise maps
lead to a YAMLException being thrown.
JavaScript arrays (but neither objects nor maps) have a monotonic stringify method
(toString()), but the study did not uncover a suitable trampoline to exploit this.
6.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have discussed the study of multiple YAML libraries covering ten
languages for DoS vulnerabilities. In this study we have discovered seven previously
unreported issues. The root of these vulnerabilities, YAML anchor/aliases is a major
feature of the language which facilitates ease of hand-editing, readability and compact-
ness. Some libraries do offer facilities to restrict the use of this feature with reference






As discussed in Chapter 3, arbitrary code execution vulnerabilities are due to a program
accepting untrusted input from deserialisation, and the input flowing to a security
sensitive method.
It turns out that all of the known deserialisation vulnerabilities in Java exploit
at least one dynamic feature. For instance, the Apache Commons Collections attack
[69] exploits runtime reflection and the Groovy vulnerability (CVE-2015-3253 [52])
leverages Java’s dynamic proxy feature. This suggests that a program where the dese-
rialisation of an object leads to the invocation of such a feature is inherently vulnera-
ble. For instance, if Java deserialisation (i.e., readObject()) triggers an execution of
Class::getMethod(..) and Method::invoke(..), and there is a flow from a field of
an object in the deserialised object graph to the parameters of those methods, then this
can be used easily to launch a code execution attack (e.g., via a reflective invocation of
Runtime::exec(..) or a DoS attack (e.g., by allocating large data structures to ex-
haust memory, like new ArrayList(size)). We refer to the call sites of these features
as dynamic sinks, because beyond these call sites it might be difficult or impossible
for an analysis to reason, and the data may possibly flow to a security sensitive sink
method such as Method::invoke.
To the best of our knowledge, there is only one tool for detecting serialisation
vulnerabilities: (Gadget Inspector1) . This tool is purely static. It is based on call
graph construction and data flow analysis to find potential serialisation vulnerabilities.
It works by finding gadget chains - a call chain ending with an invocation of a security-
sensitive method. Since the tool is static, it is affected by precision issues, and it also
requires the user to manually examine and confirm the results (due to false positives).
1https://github.com/JackOfMostTrades/gadgetinspector
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To improve on the deficiencies of a purely static analysis, we propose a hybrid
analysis to detect potential Java serialisation vulnerabilities. The proposed method
considers call sites that have reflective targets as unsafe dynamic sinks. The analysis
is composed of two steps: the first step is to run a static analysis to detect call graph
chains linking deserialisation call sites with dynamic sinks. We also look for data flows
from deserialised objects to dynamic sinks via heap access paths.
In the second step, we use the results from the static analysis and a dynamic tech-
nique, fuzzing, to construct actual input objects. By construction, the deserialisation
of those objects triggers the invocation of dynamic sinks with tainted input. This tech-
nique is unsound due to the dynamic step as it cannot generate all malicious inputs.
However, experimental validation suggests that it is able to produce objects that can
potentially be used for malicious purposes with deserialisation as an attack surface.
7.1 Running Example
A running example of a serialisation vulnerability is shown in Listing 7.1. To refresh
some terminology, we refer to methods triggered by readObject as trampoline methods.
HashMap in the Java collections library is a trampoline class for Object::hashCode and
Object::equals. These methods are triggered in order to recompute the state of the
HashMap from serialised data. Source objects are serialisable objects with trampoline
methods. These objects are sources for data to enter the system, and there is a potential
vulnerability if that data flows to a dynamic sink [15].
The Container class has two fields of types Element and A (A is an abstract class
with a concrete implementation C and possibly other implementations (e.g. B) on the
class path). When a stream containing a source object of type Container is deserialised
using a hashCode trampoline on the Container object, it triggers the getHash method,
depending on the type of the property field in the serialised object. If the object is of
type C it invokes an arbitrary method specified in a string which is also obtained from
the serialised object. If a program deserialises untrusted input, and if these classes
are in the class path they can be utilised by an attacker to execute a method from an
arbitrary class.
1 public class C extends A {
2 @Overrides
3 int getHash(Element e) {
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21 public Object valueOf () throws Exception {
22 Class klass = Class.forName(className);
23 Method m = klass.getMethod(methodName);
24 o = m.invoke(klass.newInstance ());
25 }
26
27 public int hashCode () {
28 return valueOf ().hashCode ();
29 }
30 }
Listing 7.1: Java code with serialisation vulnerability.
7.2 Analysis
The analysis runs in two steps. In the first step, the static analysis takes a Java library
as input, and performs on-the-fly call-graph construction and points-to analysis with
trampoline methods as entry points to obtain information about the flow of values
through the heap. We are interested in finding flow of values involved in a security
violation (a flow of a tainted value to a dynamic sink during deserialisation). A heap
access path has information about the objects and fields which participate in the flow
of a value from a serialisable object to a parameter of a dynamic sink. In the second
phase, an object is reconstructed based on these results. The trampoline method is
executed with the object as an argument, and we verify whether the source-to-sink
method execution path is observed. If it is not, we use the heap information as a seed
for a fuzzer to explore inputs for a source-to-sink execution.
7.2.1 Static Analysis
In this section, we present the static analysis components of the specification. The
static analysis uses a combination of points-to analysis and call graph construction
to find potential security violations. We re-use the definitions from sec. ?? for the
points-to graph and call graph. We also use the points-to graph for alias analysis. Two
variable vertices v1, v2 alias if there is an object vertex o ∈ O and paths consisting of
flowsTo edges from o to both variable vertices v1 and v2. Aliasing means that both
variables can point to the same memory location.
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Native Heap Allocations
Java deserialisation involves heap manipulation that does not use regular constructors
for objects. The proposed analysis compensates for this by creating pseudo-objects.
One approach [7] is to create pseudo-objects for public fields and formal parameters
for all public methods, setting these public methods as entry points and then running
the points-to analysis. If the points-to analysis is field-sensitive, this would result in
a points-to graph with points-to sets for instance fields. Since deserialisation natively
constructs objects from stream data, this approach does not suffice. It is possible to
construct an object using stream data that might not be possibly to create using the
public API for the object. Another issue with this approach is that the pointer analysis
is expensive. A simpler approach is to create objects for all fields of a potentially
deserialisable object. A pseudo-object’s fields are set to recursively point to other
pseudo-objects of their declared types. For instance, consider the statement Object
obj = ois.readObject(). The points-to set for the variable obj will be a collection
of pseudo-objects. In turn, the fields of these objects would point to pseudo-objects.
These objects represent object creation due to deserialisation.
Definition 7.2.1 (Pseudo-objects). In a points-to graph, we add a set of pseudo-
objects, S, where
• S ⊆ O is the set of vertices representing pseudo-objects arising from deserialisa-
tion in a program.
• o ∈ S, iff o is an instance of Serializable.
Heap Access Path
A points-to graph as defined above can be used to define a heap access path [97] between
variables. A heap access path between v1 and v2 consists of a sequence of load edges
where the destination (sink) of an edge in the sequence aliases with the source of the
next edge, v1 is the source of the first and v2 the destination of the last edge in the
sequence. This models (nested) field access in a programming language, i.e. statements
like foo.f.g. By accounting for aliases, this also covers field access with intermediate
variables, in programs like x = foo.f; x.g;.
Figure 7.1 shows the heap graph for the example Java code. The String object
(line 24 in Listing 7.1) flows from the source object Container via its element field,
labelled 〈e〉 in the graph and finally the field labelled by 〈className〉 in the Element
instance. Hence, the heap access path is Container
e−→ Element className−−−−−−→ String.










Figure 7.1: Heap graph.
Source Methods and Objects
We define source methods as methods triggered by deserialisation, and source objects
as the receivers of these methods.
Definition 7.2.2 (Source Methods and Source Objects). Given a call graph for a
program, a method m is a source method if:
• it has a path in the call graph from readObject to m
• For the call site that targets m and that is reachable from readObject, the base
variable (the first argument at the call site) points to a pseudo-object, which is
defined as the source object.
Sink Methods and Objects
We define sink methods as security-sensitive reflective methods (hence, dynamic sinks),
and sink objects as arguments to these methods.
Definition 7.2.3 (Sink Methods and Objects). Given a program, the set of sink meth-
ods, sinkMethods ⊆M is defined where
• There is a path in the call graph from readObject to sinkMethod
• M is the set of methods in the program
• For call sites with sink methods as a target, the arguments to the method are
defined as sink objects.
Security Violation
Security violations can be found statically by using the results of the points-to analysis
and the resulting call graph. We define a security violation as follows.
Definition 7.2.4 (Security Violation). Given a source object s with source method,
m, we define a security violation as paths in the call graph and points-to graph with
the following properties:
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• there is a path in the call graph from a sink method m to a sink callsite, c
• a sink object that is reachable via a heap access path from the source object, and
to which an argument of the callsite c, points-to.
In Listing 7.1, the source object is an instance of Container as it has a tram-
poline method, hashCode, in the call graph. The dynamic sinks are the call sites for
Class::forName, Class::getMethod or Method::invoke. The field className aliases
with a parameter for Class::forName, and since that field is in an access path from
the source object, we consider the call site with the target Class::forName to be a
dynamic sink as well as a tainted call site.
7.2.2 Dynamic Analysis
The dynamic phase uses the output of the static analysis, which are heap access paths
to reconstruct an object with the same properties as a heap access path, using reflection.
In the given example, the heap access path, Container
e−→ Element className−−−−−−→ String,
consists of Container, Element and String objects. An edge in the path corresponds
to the source of the edge being an object, and the target, a field of the object. After
constructing the object we execute the trampoline method, which is hashCode in the
example. Instrumentation is used to observe if we can trigger the call at the dynamic
sink site. If this is not successful, we use fuzzing and attempt to observe the same
effect.
Constructing Object from Heap Path
As listed in algorithm 1, the procedure takes a heap path as input. The end of the path
is a variable pointing to a string, for which an object is insantiated and the procedure
traverses the path in the reverse direction skipping assign edges. If it encounters a field
or array load edge, it instantiates an object for the preceding variable and loads the
current object into that field. It then sets that object as the current one and proceeds
over the rest of the path. Finally, the source method is executed with the resulting
object as a parameter.
Dynamic Taint Analysis
As introduced in Section 2.4.3, dynamic taint analysis can be used to monitor if a
tainted object reaches a sink during the execution of the trampoline method. A dy-
namic taint analysis consists of predefined sources of taint, predefined sinks and prop-
agator methods that transfer taint from one value to another through computations
(e.g., string concatenation). Without propagator methods, only the values obtained at
sources will be marked as tainted. Taint can be derived only through propagators.
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4: while current.edgein 6= null do .
5: if Label(current.edgein) 6= assign then
6: tmp← SelectObject(current.prev)
7: if IsArray(tmp) then . check if the object is an array
8: tmp[0] = object
9: else
10: field = Label(current.edgein)
11: tmp.field = object
12: object = tmp
return object
Definition 7.2.5 (Elements in Dynamic Taint Tracking). We express the elements
used in dynamic taint analysis as a triple, 〈I,S,P〉
• Sources I = {〈m, ti〉, ...}
• Sinks S = {〈m, t, h〉, ...}
• Propagators P = {〈m, i, j, tk, tl〉, ...}
t is a set of taint labels, h a set of methods that handle tainted input flowing to a sink,
m is the set of methods in the program, i and j denote the parameter that is tainted
and the variable that it propagates taint to, respectively.
Fuzzing
The object graph may require further elaboration for execution to reach the sink site due
to guards in the code. For example, the object constructed from the heap access path
will have a Container object with the property field pointing to null. Consequently,
invoking the trampoline method will result in a null dereference before reaching the
dynamic sink.
A technique to automatically generate random inputs that can explore different
values for guards in the code is fuzzing [116]. Generation-based or mutation-based
fuzzing [111] can be used to produce random serialised data. A mutation-based fuzzer
can be seeded with serialised data, which it can then mutate randomly to generate new
inputs. The drawback with this approach is that we are interested in valid serialised
data that is syntactically valid as we are interested in semantic vulnerabilities [135].
Another approach is to use a generation-based fuzzer that generates input from a
model or specification, such as the grammar for the binary serialisation format. It is
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also possible to use random test input generation techniques (e.g., Randoop [133]) for
Java to generate the objects.
In the case of the example heap graph in Figure 7.1, the edges that can be used
to augment the heap access path are the two edges labelled 〈property〉 for the field
property in the Container object. That is, the property field can point to either an
object of type C or B. If the fuzzer generates an input with the property field set to type
B it will not reach the dynamic sink. In another fuzzing run, if it picks C, execution will
reach the dynamic sink. Once an input is generated, the trampoline method, hashCode
is executed with root of the heap access path, the object of type Container as the
receiver and if the sink, Class::forName is reached the fuzzer has found a serialisable
object that can reach a dynamic sink on deserialisation.
7.3 Methodology
In order to evaluate this approach, we implemented the analysis in Doop [30], a
datalog-based framework for specifying Java pointer-analyses. We adapted Doop’s
open-program analysis features to approximate Java deserialisation as described in the
analysis section. The analysis pipeline consists of points-to computation using on-
the-fly call graph construction for the target Java library, and computing heap access
paths for security violations. In the evaluation, we used Randoop [133] for fuzzing.
Randoop is a test-oriented fuzzing tool that takes a set of classes as input and gen-
erates a sequence of statements. These sequences are created incrementally. First a
method/constructor is selected randomly from the classes given as input to Randoop.
A statement is created using the selected method or constructor (a new statement or
a method invocation). The arguments (if any) to the invocation are selected from
the output of previously constructed sequences or random values (for primitives and
strings). When a new sequence is created, it is executed and checked against a set of
contracts to output tests. We modified Randoop so that, upon the creation of a new
sequence, it selects a variable from the method sequence and passes it to a checker.
The checker invokes trampoline methods on the variable and if the execution reaches
a sink method, it is classified as a failing test and output on completion of sequence
generation. Randoop was provided the set of classes on the heap access path as input.
Experimental Setup. The experiments were performed on an Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-8700 CPU @ 3.20GHz with 64GB of RAM on Linux Ubuntu 18.04.3. Doop2 was
run using the Java 8 platform as implemented in Oracle’s version 8 of the JDK (build
1.8.0 221-b11). Doop was run with the options for a context-insensitive analysis with
support for light reflection.
2Doop version built from commit: https://bitbucket.org/yanniss/doop/commits/
ba731a63c90e94f9e94afca39ff15c5082bf868d
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Table 7.1: Overview of experiments
Library Time (s) Sinks Paths Objects
bsh-2.0b5 655 1 1 0
clojure-1.8.0 timeout n/a n/a n/a
commons-beanutils-1.9.2 786 0 0 0
commons-collections-3.1 1611 1 1 1
commons-collections4-4.0 681 1 1 1
groovy-2.3.9 5204 3 3 0
hibernate 3397 2 3 0
jython-standalone-2.5.2 timeout n/a n/a n/a
rome-1.0 390 1 0 0
Dataset. We used a number of libraries obtained from Frohoff’s ysoserial3 reposi-
tory. As we specifically focus on reflection-enabled vulnerabilities, we excluded libraries
with DoS vulnerabilities. We also chose libraries with vulnerabilities for hashCode
and compare trampolines, since these are the most common. For dynamic sinks, we
have considered methods that load classes, and reflective calls to classes to fetch their
method(s).
7.4 Results
In evaluating the approach, the analysis reported two of the reflection-based injection
attacks from the ysoserial collection of vulnerabilities. Table 7.1 shows an overview
of the results from the static analysis: the running time, number of dynamic sinks
detected, and heap access paths from the sink to the source object with the trampoline
method.
For the Apache Commons Collections (ACC) libraries, we were able to reproduce an
object that, when used as a parameter for the source method, gives rise to an execution
path from the trampoline to the dynamic sink with a tainted flow. We were able to
produce objects for two variants of payloads for the library. For the vulnerabilities
with the InvokerTransformer class, we were able to reproduce an execution path to a
dynamic sink (getMethod) from hashCode and compare trampolines, respectively. Of
these, only one required further fuzzing and for the other, we used reflection to simply
instantiate the objects on the heap access paths, resulting in an object that produced
the execution path on invoking the trampoline method. Randoop was able to produce
an input with the aid of the heap access paths in under 2 minutes. Without this aid, it
produced no results within a time limit of 30 minutes. In comparison, Gadget Inspector,
the only other known analyser, produced four call chains for the ACC vulnerabilities,
and in two cases, it missed the full set of gadget classes in the actual exploit. A benefit
3https://github.com/frohoff/ysoserial
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of the proposed analysis is that it produces executable code to generate the input that
reaches the target sink, which aids in the comprehension of the analysis reports.
We also used an alternative fuzzer AFL [197] - a security-oriented greybox fuzzer
that uses instrumentation for coverage guided generation of inputs. As AFL targets C
programs, we used the Java front-end for AFL Kelinci [98]. In contrast to Randoop,
this tool uses reflection to construct the object during fuzzing. The heap access paths
obtained for the same libraries were augmented with additional points-to facts from
the heap graph and the trampoline method executed for vulnerabilities. Using fuzzing
to produce a successful execution from the trampoline to the sink site required only
under three minutes. But using fuzzing without the heap access path as a guide for
the fuzzer produced no successful results after ten minutes of fuzzing.
We also implemented a grammar-based fuzzer for the Java serialisation protocol
to confirm similar results. Unlike the Randoop-based fuzzer, which generates code to
construct the object, the grammar-based fuzzer generates object graphs.
7.5 Conclusion
This chapter presents a hybrid analysis to detect serialisation vulnerabilities. We eval-
uated the proposed approach on a dataset of real-world serialisation vulnerabilities.
The results of evaluating the analysis on the ysoserial vulnerabilities dataset, which
shows two confirmed reports, are promising. The analysis uses a static pre-analysis to
improve the efficiency of fuzzing. The evaluation shows that without the results from
the pre-analysis, Randoop was not able to produce a result within a time limit of 30
minutes.
On the other hand, this approach can also be considered a dynamic post-analysis
that improves the precision of a primarily static analysis. The only alternative method
available, Gadget Inspector [85], may suffer precision issues due to missed branch con-
ditions, and it requires manual inspection of the reports. The dynamic post-analysis
addresses this by selecting true positives, thereby removing all false positives. This
may reduce the recall of the analysis by missing true positives. However, as mentioned
earlier, the analysis is already unsound, like most non-trivial program analyses.
Chapter 8
Mitigation
In this chapter we discuss strategies to mitigate the security issues that arise from de-
serialisation vulnerabilities. We provide a classification of the various methods around
prevention at buildtime and detection during runtime. We also present an approach
to prevent DoS vulnerabilities that arise from deserialisation and discuss relevant tech-
niques against injection attacks.
8.1 Strategies Against Untrusted Deserialisation
Most of the current mitigation strategies are based on defence-in-depth approaches,
that is, at the outermost level, the network perimeter is monitored for serialised ob-
jects. At the next level, instrumentation is used to monitor serialisation, or the
ObjectInputStream can be wrapped to perform preliminary checks before its func-
tionality is used. Subclassing ObjectInputStream can implement inclusion lists or
exclusion lists of deserialisable classes1. For applications that use third-party libraries
that utilise serialisation, instrumentation based approaches are feasible to guard against
open deserialisation. For example, NotSoSerial2 monitors calls to resolveClass in the
ObjectInputStream and prevents deserialisation of objects that are not in the whitelist.
The subclass inspired approach has already been implemented in ValidatingObject-
InputStream in the Apache Commons IO library and a filter-based stream is available
in JEP290 for Java 9 [128]. Neither of these are completely effective [119] as deseriali-
sation of system classes (as we describe) can result in DoS attacks.
We consider countermeasures along three dimensions: object structure, polymor-
phic deserialisation, encapsulation and security sensitive methods. For Java serialisa-
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to impose restrictions on the object structure: depth of input graph, total count of in-
ternal references and the input size. For most other serialisers, there are no restrictions
on parsing other than disabling the alias feature and custom type tags. Type filters on
the stream and lookahead deserialisation that works with type exclusion/inclusion lists
can limit the types that are instantiated during deserialisation. However, this may not
be sufficient protection against DoS attacks using collection types which are commonly
used and are likely to be included in whitelists.
Extralinguistic object reconstruction breaks the safety guarantees provided by en-
capsulation and rich type systems such as confinement/ownership types. It is possible
to verify the stream to check if these properties are still satisfied (e.g. check if internal
references leak outside an object’s scope). The security manager and static/dynamic
taint checking are some measures against the invocation of sensitive methods with
unsanitised arguments as inputs.
Restrictions on Classes to Deserialise
The main defense against remote code execution attacks that are based on deseriali-
sation is to allow only certain classes to be deserialised. This strategy is employed in
JEP290 [128], a filter mechanism for Java native deserialisation. Filters can employ
inclusion/exclusion lists to control which classes can or cannot be deserialised when an
object is read from a stream. This strategy is effective against known attacks but it
cannot block new exploits.
Restrictions on Graph Size and Topology
A strategy against DoS attacks resulting from deserialisation is to restrict the size or
topology of graphs created during parsing. Restrictions can be on the depth from a
root node, the number of children per node, the overall vertex or edge count, the kind
of node, or any combination of those. This strategy is utilised in JEP290 to control
the input of streams of serialised Java objects. The parameters that can be controlled
include depth (maxdepth), edge count (maxrefs), and type restrictions. Array sizes
and the overall data size of the stream can also be restricted. Similarly, the JAXP
XML parser API [1] uses processing limits for parsing XML, and the JSON standard
suggests that parsers set limits, including on the maximum depth of nesting [94, Sect.
9].
However, this is not a guarantee against exponential blowup, as it does not consider
how a tree or graph can be expanded by the client program even though references may
not be supported natively in the deserialisation format. For instance, some data formats
do not support graphs, i.e., they do not allow for object identifiers / reference types and
the data is serialised as a tree. Notable examples are Protocol Buffers and JSON, which
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natively do not have support for references. Hence, it might not be possible for a parser
to immediately produce a composite object graph with the required type. Serialisation
that relies on tree-based formats, such as XML or JSON, rely on encoding object
references in the tree. The Java serialisation library XStream uses XPath or object
ids, XMLEncoder uses XML ID and IDREF attributes and BSON uses ObjectId’s for
object reuse in the tree representation.
Even though file format specifications may suggest that it is not possible to construct
an object graph susceptible to billion laughs type of vulnerabilities, some parsers may
relax the requirements, and some applications may convert the parsed tree into a many-
to-many composite. An example is that the PDF specification states that a page tree
node cannot have multiple parents. However, as discussed in Chapter 5, some parsers
process ill-formed page trees in the document structure. XML and SVG formats are
known for the security issues they pose [171], and there has been prior work by Heiderich
et al. [86] on sanitising SVG files with the SVGPurify tool. SVGPurify removes
malicious content (e.g., SVG-based JavaScript) from an SVG file. However, the tool
does not cover DoS attacks using malicious SVG files.
We make a case that sanitisation must happen prior to the semantics phase (e.g.
rendering an SVG or converting a YAML parse tree to native data structures). It
is common for the processing of the tree to be implemented using visitors. Visitors
normally do not track the depth and processing deep syntax trees can result in stack
overflows. For example, the JVM specification [129] limits array dimensions to 255 yet
the Java language specification has no limits, and a parser would fail in processing an
array variable with a large number of dimensions if it exhausts the stack. The same
holds for the YAML and SVG cases, a parser has no issues parsing the input (underlying
XML parser produces a parsed document, low-level YAML parser produces the YAML
node structure). librsvg handles the error during processing by keeping count of the
instantiated objects created via the use tag, which can be expensive.
These restrictions are easy to implement and impose low runtime overhead. How-
ever, their soundness (ability to detect all malicious input in the context of a particular
program) and precision (ability to flag only malicious input) is highly dependent on
the correct calibration, i.e. the setting of thresholds for the respective parameters by
engineers who deploy and configure the application.
Resource and Performance Quota, Sandboxing
A popular approach is to sandbox the execution of critical methods, for instance, by
using containerisation. Here, a runtime environment is configured with resource (CPU,
time, memory) quota. If resources are exhausted, the application is notified and the
impact on the application is controlled. Many language runtimes offer similar facilities.
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For instance, when a Java application encounters stack overflow or out of memory er-
rors, the impact is limited to a particular thread, and application servers can gracefully
handle this situation.
This is not sufficient to prevent DoS attacks, as the restarting of threads is com-
putationally expensive, and DoS attacks can still be constructed by creating error logs
exhausting disk space. Moreover, the crash reports created are not necessarily revealing
the security nature of those events, which may appear as programming or configuration
problems. The resource contracts proposed in [58] makes potential resource exhaustion
transparent by enforcing resource usage post conditions in method calls, and raising
proper security exception to communicate suspicious resource consumption. There is
some overhead to this method though as it requires instrumentation of application code.
As before, soundness and precision are highly dependent on calibration.
An example of using sandboxing against deserialisation remote code execution at-
tacks is the method proposed by Cristalli et al. [46]. They detect malicious executions
by comparing them against trusted code executions that are triggered by deserialisa-
tion. This information is collected in a phase that first exercises the application, and
if deserialisation, in production, triggers suspicious execution path, it is blocked.
Performance-directed Fuzzing
Fuzzing seeks to generate input to reveal unexpected behaviour, usually directed by
a fitness function that evaluates input and prioritises highly ranked input for future
input generation. While many fuzzers uses code coverage or similar metrics, perfor-
mance characteristics such as declining performance can be used in fitness functions.
This can then be used to reveal input that exhausts resources, for instance, by trigger-
ing worst case complexity behaviour of implemented algorithms. Assuming that the
resource constraints used in the fuzzing campaign are comparable with the runtime
constraints, this approach is precise, i.e., it does not produce false positives. However,
it is not sound, as there is no guarantee that a fuzzing campaign exercises all possible
execution paths with all possible inputs. Examples of this approach are PerfFuzz [102]
, SlowFuzz [142] and HotFuzz [25].
Static Analysis
We studied preventative approaches in earlier chapters. We also used the test set of
programs from Chapter 5 as input to existing static code analysis tools that can detect
security vulnerabilities. We evaluated the test set on light-weight static analysis tools
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Table 8.1: Comparison of mitigation strategies












Static analysis soundy no Buildtime
Hybrid analysis no yes Buildtime
such as SonarQube3, lgtm4 and SpotBugs5. SpotBugs did not find issues related to
recursion in the test dataset. The standard bug patterns that are related to the issue
are limited to “Collections should not contain themselves” and “An apparent infinite
recursive loop”. Similarly, lgtm and SonarQube did not report the vulnerabilities.
Hybrid Analysis
Hybrid program analyses try to blend static and dynamic techniques in order to com-
bine their respective advantages. They have shown promise in program analysis, in
particular in order to address soundness issues in pure static analyses [27, 82]. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no work to use a hybrid analysis to detect the kind of
DoS vulnerabilities we are interested in. The work we present in [153] uses a hybrid
analysis to detect code execution attacks in Java’s serialisation protocol. In particular,
fuzzing is used to identify true positives in the results returned by the static analysis
part of the analysis.
Summary
Table 8.1 summarises available countermeasures and prevention strategies. We have
discussed the respective strategies in detail and in the following sections we propose
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8.2 Runtime Filter for Deserialisation and Parsing
Countermeasures for XML Entity Expansion attacks and quadratic blowup based on
prohibiting entities or limiting the depth of nested entities are excessively restrictive.
For Java serialisation, a filter mechanism described in JEP 290 [128] is available that
can be configured to impose restrictions on the depth of the input graph, the total
count of internal references and the input size. For the YAML parsers we studied,
there are no restrictions on parsing other than disabling the alias feature, recursive
data structures for the Ruby YAML library, and disabling type tags for the Python,
Ruby and Java YAML libraries.
The approach we propose is a more granular filter that is more permissive than
the available techniques. We attempt to estimate the size of the call tree and pre-
vent further processing (conversion to native data structures) after parsing the YAML
representation graph if the properties of the object graph suggests a call tree with a
non-viable execution time. This technique will result in an analysis that rejects fewer
object graphs as malicious, i.e., it returns less false positives.
An approach such as rejecting inputs with references, reference counting or limits
on graph depth rejects innocuous object graphs. To reject inputs with references is
a very imprecise approach. A restriction on object graph depth is also not optimal
as there are cases where deeply nested graphs are benign inputs. One example being
serialised linked lists. In addition, the test vectors that caused DoS in the experiments
are not excessively deep. Reference counting thresholds are of little help as we have
demonstrated that test vectors where the resulting graph has as few as 98 internal
references can cause resource exhaustion. With regard to setting a threshold, one
approach is to set a threshold that is guaranteed to execute in a few seconds, which
will let in anything but malicious inputs. In this case there is no need to finely tune
the threshold to a particular execution environment.
In a call tree, a call chain is a sequence of edges, e1, ..., en, where the target of ei is
the same as the source of ei+1 in the call tree. For SerialDoS, each call chain in the call
tree is a path from the root of the graph to a leaf. The number of call chains executed
is the number of root–leaf paths in the object graph. A filter can thus be setup to
reject object graphs that can result in call trees that have call chain counts above a
specified threshold.
Algorithms for Path Counting
For a directed acyclic graph, G(V,E) where V and E are the sets of vertices and
edges respectively, the number of simple paths between two vertices can be counted
using either memoisation and depth-first search with a runtime of O(|E|+ |V |), or by
topologically sorting the graph and adding the number of paths arriving to each vertex
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from its predecessors [172]. In the memoisation case, the number of paths is given by
the recurrence equation:
Paths(s, d) =
if s = d = 1otherwise = ∑v∈Successors(s) Paths(v, d)
We implemented a proof of concept in C++ (source code available in the reposi-
tory6) using the LibYAML parser. It first converts a YAML document to a directed
acyclic graph that captures objects (lists, anchors and mappings) as vertices and con-
tainment of any of these objects, either as an alias or a concrete object within another,
as an edge. In the implementation, the number of paths from the root to the leaves
is computed using depth-first search and memoisation to avoid exponential runtime.
If the number of paths exceed a user-defined threshold it can be rejected as unsafe to
deserialise. We tested the prototype on the test vectors with nested list structures, on
hardware with the same configuration as that in the previous experiments. It checks
the inputs in an average of 27ms. Therefore, this technique could be used as an effective
precondition check for parsers to reject potentially malicious input. In fact this tech-
nique is more efficient than the approach used in the fixes for librsvg and svg-sanitizer
following our vulnerability reports.
8.3 Dynamic Type Checking
One of the issues with the existing filter mechanism for Java binary deserialisation
(JEP290) is that it is limited to checking types that appear in the serialised data
stream. This is a check against a whitelist or blacklist of types that are either al-
lowed or disallowed from being deserialised by the application. This can be configured
at the deserialisation call site in the program, or globally for the application in the
environment. Another issue is polymorphic deserialisation and generic types in Java.
Generics allows classes to be parameterised with different element types (e.g., the
class parameterised with the type T as List<T> can take a String as a type parameter
resulting in List<String>). To see how this affects serialisation, consider the code in
Listing 8.1. The object, hm, is of type HashMap<K, V> with type parameters, String
for both its keys and values. Due to how Java generics is implemented these types are
erased and replaced with the bounds from the class declaration (in this case, Object).
The type parameters are not reflected in the serialised data, which has the concrete
types of the objects (in the example, String). There is no facility for type checking
6https://bitbucket.org/unshorn/dosyamlpub/src/master/src/filter/
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during deserialisation, and the mechanism returns an Object. The issue is that the cur-
rent mechanism in JEP-290 does not check whether or not the data is well-formed with
respect to the type that is intended by the programmer. Fields with type parameters
in their declarations are deserialised polymorphically (i.e., if the value for the object
on the stream checks correctly against the field’s declared type). We propose a method
to type check the data on the stream against a type specified at the deserialisation call
site.
1 HashMap <String , String > hm = new HashMap <>();
2 hm.put("foo", "foo");
3 FileOutputStream fos = new FileOutputStream("testfile");
4 ObjectOutputStream oos = new ObjectOutputStream(fos);
5 oos.writeObject(hm);
6 oos.close();
7 FileInputStream fis = new FileInputStream("testfile");
8 ObjectInputStream ois = new ObjectInputStream(fis);
9 obj = ois.readObject ();
10 hm = (HashMap <String , String >) obj;
11 ois.close();
Listing 8.1: Polymorphic Deserialisation
8.3.1 Specification
First we define what safe deserialisation is with respect to a type supplied by the
programmer and any given input stream. The definition ensures that the runtime type
of the object graph in the stream is type-compatible with the type specified by the
programmer.
Definition 8.3.1 (Safe deserialisation). Given a serialised stream, S, we consider the
object, o, read from the stream with the type C〈θ1, ..., θn〉 and a type specified by the
programmer, T 〈θ1, ..., θm〉. Deserialisation is safe if the type C subsumes T w.r.t. the
relation ≤.
• The type C〈θ1, ..., θn〉 is inferred from the data in the stream.
• The ≤ relation is the subtyping relation. It is the reflexive, transitive closure
of the direct subtype relation between Java classes. If C ≤ T and for all type
parameters θiC ≤ θiT , then deserialisation is safe.
We implemented a proof of concept for safe deserialisation using dynamic type
checking as specified above. The prototype contains two elements: a parser that builds
a representation of an input stream and a type checker. If the type check fails it throws
a security exception. The user must specify a type and provide a stream as an input.
The parser does not deserialise the stream but processes it as a sequence of bytes.
A tree representation is built from the sequence of bytes, which is the object graph
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annotated with type information. Note that generics is not persisted to the stream.
Normal serialisation proceeds only if the type check is successful.
The benefits of this technique is that it gives the programmer fine-grained control
over polymorphic deserialisation and over the structure of the object graph before it is
deserialised.
8.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have discussed a variety of prevention and protection mechanisms
that are available against DoS attacks and injection vulnerabilities due to deserialisa-
tion. These mechanisms can be costly to deploy, and as an alternative, we have proposed
a light-weight filter that makes deserialisation safer while preserving the ability to use
features such as aliases and deeply-nested structures. We have also presented a more




In this thesis, we have we have pursued aspects of addressing security issues in Java se-
rialisation. Attackers can exploit serialisation vulnerabilities to carry out code injection
or DoS attacks. To detect and mitigate such attacks we have explored multiple program
analyses. We then proposed a hybrid analysis that used the output of static analyses
to guide the search for vulnerabilities. We have formalised a class of DoS vulnerabil-
ities and presented effective mitigation measures against DoS attacks based on these
vulnerabilities. We also conducted a systematic study of DoS vulnerabilities in parsers
for YAML formats across numerous programming languages. We demonstrated how
our analyses and other studies uncovered actual vulnerabilities in real world software.
In this chapter, we summarise the main contributions of the thesis, list previously
unknown security issues that we discovered, and suggest directions for future work, and
thus conclude this research.
9.1 Main Contributions
The main contribution of this research is the use of program analysis to detect security
vulnerabilities in serialisation, and mitigate against potential attacks. One of the gen-
eral principles from the research is how the model we proposed in Chapter 5 can be a
useful abstraction for reasoning about this class of DoS vulnerabilities. Another prin-
ciple is the importance of validating data using constraints other than those that are
widely in use (e.g., depth of graph). Another observation is that limiting input gram-
mars (e.g. in the case of YAML, SVG) are not available as features in most parsers and
users of these libraries should be cautious when deploying them in environments where
they are susceptible to processing untrusted input. More specifically, the contributions
are:
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• In Chapter 3 we studied serialisation features in Java and discussed how these
features lend to weaknesses resulting in vulnerabilities. The technique to mitigate
against attacks that is available within the language is a type and graph filter.
Blacklisting classes from deserialisation is not effective as Java applications are
open to extension due to dynamic linking. Whitelists are not effective as they
require assurance that a class is not vulnerable. This assurance is normally ob-
tained by manual inspection of the code. These are limitations in the builtin filter
mechanism. We also demonstrated the limitations of existing static analyses to
discover vulnerabilities in Java. Particularly, how their handling of serialisation
is not sound, and how instances of missed alarms can arise.
• Our second contribution is a hybrid analysis to detect injection vulnerabilities in
Java deserialisation. In our approach we combined both static and dynamic taint
analyses to confirm potential reflection injection vulnerabilities in Java libraries
that may arise during deserialisation. We showed how this technique is effective at
addressing the false alarm issue of static analyses. Our approach is also beneficial
in that it generates an executable witness for the alarm that programmers can
further examine.
• Our third contribution is a static analysis to detect DoS vulnerabilities in parsing
composite data structures. Data serialisation languages such as YAML and XML
are covered in this study. We presented a formalisation of a class of DoS vulner-
ability and implemented an analysis for Java using Doop (a datalog-based static
analysis framework). We showed the effectiveness of our analysis by uncovering
multiple vulnerabilities in widely used Java libraries. We also demonstrated a
process for re-using the exploits that were constructed as a result of our analysis
to confirm vulnerabilities for the same format in libraries written in other lan-
guages such as PostScript, Rust and PHP. Evidently, this shows the usefulness of
the formalisation and how it can effectively generalise to other languages.
• In Chapter 8 we discuss the mitigation techniques available to detect these vulner-
abilities and we introduce novel techniques to sanitise data for data serialisation
languages, binary Java serialisation and file formats such as SVG. We demonstrate
the efficiency of our technique in comparison to other sanitisation techniques. We
also show that it is more effective than available graph filter mechanisms.
• In Chapter 6 we study vulnerabilities in YAML parsers across various languages.
We used the patterns identified in Chapter 5 to construct payloads and exercised
the libraries with them. We studied their effects and in two cases, constructed
custom payloads for JavaScript and PHP YAML parsers. As a consequence, we
discovered seven previously unknown vulnerabilities.
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9.2 Newly Discovered Security Vulnerabilities
Following the guidelines for responsible disclosure, we have reported all vulnerabilities
to the libraries’ developers/maintainers. We provide a timeline and the statuses of each
of these vulnerabilities below.







PDFBox 2.0.12 CVE-2018-11797 6-Oct-18







Batik 1.11 Wont fix -
Firefox 69 Duplicate -
Drupal 6.x-8.x - 25-June-20
Snakeyaml 1.23 Wont fix
Qtsvg 5.14.1 Bug 29-Feb-20
Librvg 2.46.2 CVE-2019-20446 15-Oct-19
PHP PECL Yaml 2.0.4 Security bug 6-May-20
js-yaml 3.13.0 npm advisory 788 21-Mar-19
9.3 Concluding Remarks
Serialisation is a popular feature in all programming languages. Its use is common
in web applications, distributed computing and configuration / data persistence. It is
expected that newer languages will add support for general serialisation features in the
form they are available for mainstream languages such as Python, Java (e.g., ability
to serialise any data structure). Especially as such demand grows in domains such as
distributed programming.
This is not the first work to explore taint analysis, open program analysis and
fuzzing for security. However, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first to explore the
combination of these approaches to serialisation security.
We proposed a formalisation for an analysis to detect a class of DoS vulnerabilities,
we implemented the analysis using Datalog, and demonstrated how it can be effec-
tively used to discover previously unknown security issues in popular Java software
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(e.g. Apache PDFBox, SnakeYAML, Apache Batik). We have also used the results
of analyses to construct exploits that demonstrated security bugs in software written
in other languages (librsvg in Rust, GhostScript in PostScript... etc). We surveyed
parsers for the YAML data serialisation language and showed that this class of vul-
nerabilities is common and that mitigation features are lacking. We also evaluated a
hybrid analysis to detect injection vulnerabilities in serialisation. Finally, we proposed
an effective approach to counter attacks based on these vulnerabilities using type and
graph-based sanitisation of input as mitigation strategies.
9.4 Future Work
Possible directions for future work can focus on recall and precision of the analysers, and
also adapting the techniques to function for additional serialisation technologies. This
could be other serialisation formats or data serialisation languages and programming
languages other than Java.
The static taint analysis that we used in Chapter 5 is based on pointer-analysis.
An alternative approach is to use an IDFS-based interprocedural data flow analysis
for detecting serialisation injection. An example is the FlowDroid [16] taint analysis
tool for detecting information-flow vulnerabilities. As discussed in Chapter 3, there are
limitations when this tool is used for serialisation-based taint analysis.
Currently, the analysis for detecting DoS vulnerabilities in Java libraries is purely
static. Static analysers over-approximate, which results in false alarms for the patterns
that it reports. A possible approach is to use micro-fuzzing [25] to fuzz the recursive
functions reported by the static analysis. This can improve the precision of the results
from the static analysis for DoS whilst at the same time reducing fuzzing time by only
focussing on the reported functions rather than all recursive functions in the library.
Constraint-based approaches can be used to more precisely identify the topology and
traversal patterns that our static analysis reports. For instance, symbolic execution can
be used to check if the construction of topologies do not contain guards that restrict
against the construction of vulnerable cross-referencing composite structures. Such
path constraints can also be used to refine if unchecked recursive calls are possible
with the inputs. We did investigate using Symbolic Java PathFinder for this purpose.
However, it does not support subtypes for symbolic heap values in symbolic execution
to enhance the precision of the static analysis for DoS. Support for this feature is
something that can be studied.
The fuzzer that we use in Chapter 7 is purely random. It would be interesting
to evaluate other guidance functions for the fuzzer, for instance path coverage in the
library.
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